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AN  IMPRESSIVE  DIAMOND  SOLITAIRE  RING,  DE  BEERS
FROM  THE  AURA  COLLECTION
Principal cushion cut diamond  5.21cts,  D colour,  Internally  Flawless
£170,000-250,000  ($221,000-325,000) +  fees  

AN  IMPRESSIVE  DIAMOND  SOLITAIRE  PENDANT,  DE  BEERS
FROM  THE  AURA  COLLECTION
Principal cushion cut  diamond  5.01cts,  D colour, Internally  Flawless 
£170,000-250,000  ($221,000-325,000) +  fees  

To be o�ered 21 November 2018 in London
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A HERITAGE OF BEAUTY 
AND EXCELLENCE

A PRIVATE COLLECTION OF  
DE BEERS DIAMOND JEWELLERY

ART & CRAFT
THE CONTENTS OF  
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collecting is far more  than the assembling of more or less related objects. It’s 
a purposeful, creative activity, one that involves countless exciting journeys of learning 
and discovery. A collection may start from an accidental encounter, or be the result of 
a lifelong search or passion. Regardless, the common thread that drives collectors of the 
arts is a need to be surrounded by beauty. 

Freeman’s recent spring season was led by single-owner sale successes, beginning with The 
Collection of Dorrance “Dodo” Hamilton in April. The sale of Mrs. Hamilton’s collection 
resulted in 99% of works of art sold, and set six auction records for American artists. 
Shortly after, Freeman’s hosted the auction of 18 Works from the Bachman Collection, 
a thoughtfully curated group of paintings, sculptures and works on paper from the Boca 
Raton Estate of Gilbert and Lee Bachman. This cohesive collection realized a sale total of 
$1,960,000, with 90% sold by value and seven lots achieving six-figure results.

Freeman’s upcoming sale season promises to be one of equal excitement and success, 
with several single-owner collections planned for auction. First, The Collection of 
Bonnie O’Boyle will be offered as its own single-owner sale on 10 December 2018. From 
the Pennsylvania Impressionist roster of painters, to preeminent American studio 
woodworkers, Ms. O’Boyle’s aesthetic taste proved eclectic yet grounded in the intimate 
stories behind each object. This personal and carefully compiled collection, housed in 
her beautiful Bucks County historic farmhouse, is a testament to the various elements of 
her life she loved the most. Other single-owner highlights punctuating our departmental 
sales include: antiquities from the collection of renowned New York and Hollywood 
talent agent Jeff Hunter, European furniture & decorative arts from connoisseur and 
antiquarian Ronnie M. Barokh, and paintings from the collection of publisher and 
philanthropist Richard Mellon Scaife, to name but a few.

This October, Lyon & Turnbull will present the contents of Kirkton House, a 
country house in Northeast Scotland. For the owners, it was life in London that first 
cultivated their interest in British art and design. However, it was a move to the 
beautiful 19th-century manse near Montrose that allowed them the space to display and 
carefully curate a collection that followed the arc of 19th century design history, from 
Gothic Revival to Arts & Crafts. Renowned dealer Paul Reeves’ eye for design played a 
leading role in the formation of the collection at Kirkton House. Paul Reeves: An Eye 
for Design, a special auction to be held in February 2019 will include pieces from his 
personal collection of 19th and 20th-century furniture, textiles, and works of art. 

To be surrounded by beauty and fine design does not always require a collector to be at 
home. Lyon & Turnbull have the pleasure of presenting an exceptional private collection 
of diamond jewellery this season that offers the chance be adorned in a collection and 
bring beautiful design to every aspect of life.



The fi ne art of looking ahead

www.weatherbys.bank

Weatherbys Private Bank is a trading name of Weatherbys Bank Ltd. Weatherbys Bank Ltd is 
authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority 
and the Prudential Regulation Authority. Financial Services Register number: 204571. Weatherbys 
Bank Ltd registered in England. Registered number: 2943300. Registered O�  ce: Sanders Road 
Wellingborough Northamptonshire NN8 4BX.

Since Weatherbys was founded in 1770 we have developed a strong reputation 
for thinking ahead and embracing technology.
 
We have always maintained the highest standards and o� er a truly special and 
personal service.  So, if you wish to talk to us face to face or on the telephone, it 
goes without saying your banker is available to speak to you.
 
In the increasingly automated world of banking, many of our clients fi nd such a 
commitment to conversation refreshing.

Do give us a call, or send an email to privatebanking@weatherbys.co.uk

020 7292 9029
22 Sackville St, Mayfair, London W1S 3DN
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Fab
ulous Fashion

From Dior’s New Look to Now
Opens Oct 16

Woman’s Evening Dress, c. 1994, designed by Pierre Cardin © Archives Pierre Cardin

This exhibition has been made possible by The Annenberg Foundation Fund for Major Exhibitions, The Kathleen C. and John J. F. Sherrerd Fund for 
Exhibitions, The Women’s Committee of the Philadelphia Museum of Art, The Jill and Sheldon Bonovitz Exhibition Fund, Barbara B. and Theodore 
R. Aronson, the Davenport Family Foundation, The Gloria and Jack Drosdick Fund for Special Exhibitions, Augusta Y. Leininger, Lyn M. Ross, and an 
anonymous donor. Additional support was provided by Annette Y. Friedland. Credits as of August 17, 2018

Experience the drama and the glamour
Balenciaga. Cardin. Miyake. See some of the most creative feminine 
fashions ever designed, from romantic ball gowns to audacious  
contemporary ensembles, and everything in between. 
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illustrated:
lucie rie (british, 1902-1995) for bimini

42 buttons, circa 1940s 

to be offered by lyon & turnbull in march 2019
see p. 68
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Announcements
Notable news, upcoming exhibitions & events 

Join the Lyon & Turnbull Glasgow team as they continue 
their focus exhibition series with a look at The Walton 
Family. At the turn of the century there were five 

Walton siblings working in artistic fields in Glasgow; 
Helen, Edward Arthur, Hannah, Constance and George. 
Between them they produced a wide range of works of art, 
paintings, decorative arts, interiors and furniture. Lyon & 
Turnbull are delighted to have a selection of works from 
private collections on view.

upcoming exhibition | glasgow

T H E  WA LTO N  FA M I LY
01 october to 02 november 2018 | glasgow

below:
george henry walton 
(scottish 1867-1933)
silvered mantel clock
circa 1910
literature: larner, 
gerald and celia 
`the glasgow style`, 
edinburgh, 1979 pl. 87

the walton family
curated by james mcnaught
head of lyon & turnbull glasgow

01 October to 02 November 2018 
10am to 5pm, weekdays

182 Bath Street, Glasgow, G2 4HG

+44 (0)141 333 1992

glasgow@lyonandturnbull.com
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Alex Tweedy

philip smith, lyon & turnbull 
associate director | design and modern & post-war art

Philip Smith is an auctioneer and specialist in 20th Century Design 
and Modern & Post-War British Art, heading up these departments 
for Lyon & Turnbull in the South of England.  After graduating 

with a Masters from the Courtauld Institute in 2007, Philip has over 
10 years’ experience within the auction industry, beginning his career 
at a leading provincial auctioneers in the South of England, leading 
both the Design department and Modern & Post-War Art department 
nationally. Within this time he developed sales that were considered 
to be some of the leading sales in the country within these fields and 
was particularly known as a leading specialist in studio & contemporary 
ceramics, Post-War art and artist’s studio sales. Philip is a trustee of 
Court Barn Museum, the Guild of Handicraft Museum, in Chipping 
Campden which includes curating and organising exhibitions for the 
Museum, and he has lately been involved in Design: Head, Hand, Heart 
in 2018, an exhibition devoted to nine leading contemporary designers 
who follow the rich heritage of architect and designer Charles Robert 
Ashbee. Philip has regularly contributed to a number of publications 
including Ceramic Review, contributed to articles in The Times and The 
Telegraph, and has given lectures on the changing nature of Studio 
Ceramics reception in the art world at the Ashmolean Museum in 
Oxford and Arts & Crafts Jewellery at Court Barn.

sarah riley, gg, freeman’s 
specialist |  fine jewelry and client development

Sarah Riley, GG, is a fine jewelry and client development specialist 
at Freeman’s. She began her jewelry career over 20 years ago with 
Skinner in Boston, where she worked closely with the jewelry 

department and assisted as an auctioneer of the Fine Jewelry and 
Discovery sales. After earning her Graduate Gemology Degree from the 
Gemological Institute of America in New York, Sarah began working 
directly with one of the largest emerald wholesalers in the United States. 
Following her time in New York, Sarah spent several years as a private 
jewelry sourcing and sales specialist. Prior to joining Freeman’s in 2018, 
Sarah worked for Tiffany & Co., where she provided a wide range of 
services from sales to gemological expertise. Sarah holds a B.A. from 
Dickinson College with a major in Art History and a minor in Studio 
Art. She is based in Freeman’s Main Line gallery location. 

news | building the team
Freeman’s  and Lyon & Turnbul l  welcome new staf f  members



kristina sanne, lyon & turnbull
consultant specialist |  islamic art

Kristina Sanne is one of the foremost Islamic Art specialists in 
the UK and Lyon & Turnbull are proud to say she joined as 
a consultant specialist in 2018. Kristina has specialised in 

Islamic Art since receiving her degree in History of Art.   During 
her career she has worked on a number of important collections 
including the Vincent Bulent Collection of Iznik Pottery and the 
renowned Desenfans Collection, in which the Mughal Shah Jahan 
dagger fetched a record £1.7 million in 2008. Kristina  now leads 
the team at Kristina Sanne LLP, an art advisory company which 
operates within a collaborative private family office in London.

darren winston, freeman’s
head of department | books, maps & manuscripts
regional representative |  new england

Darren Winston serves as Head of the Books, Maps & Manuscripts 
Department, and is Freeman’s representative for the New York, 
Connecticut, and Western Massachusetts areas. Born in Chicago and 

raised in New Jersey, Darren moved to New York City in 1988, and began 
his career as a vintage bookseller in 1995. He spent more than ten years 
selling at book fairs and flea markets, as well as privately, before opening 
his eponymous bookshop in Sharon, CT in 2009. Prior to joining Freeman’s, 
Darren served as an Independent Consultant to the Fine and Rare Books 
Department of British luxury company Asprey, from 1999 to 2005, in their 
New York store. While at Asprey, he was the buyer for both the New York 
and Beverly Hills boutiques, and organized in-store readings with authors 
such as Salman Rushdie and Dominick Dunne. In 1993, he was a Creative 
Consultant for Columbia Records in New York, where he assisted in the 
repackaging of their 12-record Aerosmith back catalogue; in 1993, Darren 
sold his extensive collection of memorabilia, which he began amassing at 
the age of 14, directly to the band. When not bookselling, Darren plays 
guitar with the The Harlem Line Band. Since 2009, he has hosted the radio 
program “Darren Winston’s Book Report” for NPR-affiliate WHDD. He 
appeared in the 2014 documentary “The Paper Trail” on books and paper, 
and is a member of the Independent Online Booksellers Association and the 
Southern New England Antiquarian Booksellers. 

news | building the team

FREEMANSAUCTION.COM  |  LYONANDTURNBULL.COM   |  9
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upcoming exhibition | london

N ikolaus Pevsner claimed that the English were “not a sculptural 
nation”. However, in the post-war years sculpture became 
increasingly important in artistic circles with the breakdown of the 

traditional hierarchies that placed painting above all other art forms. This 
exhibition will be the celebration of sculpture as an art form.

Following the two World Wars crafts men and women, artists and 
particularly sculptors pushed the boundaries of their medium in Britain 
and redefined their status within the cultural landscape, emerging as key 
figures in the modernist sculptural school. Arguably it could be claimed 
that Modern British Sculpture was the most advanced and outward-looking 
of all the art forms in Britain during the 20th Century, from the primitivist 
and raw works of Jacob Epstein and Henri Gaudier Brzeska to the cool and 
sleek modernism of Henry Moore and Barbara Hepworth.

This exhibition, contrasting diverse works from the Post-War years 
onwards, will demonstrate the diversity and quality of the sculptural form 
both within its normal tenets of abstract and figuration; metal, wood or 
stone, but also outside the normally conceived sphere of what is considered 
sculpture including ceramics. The nature of the work shown will be those 
examining, challenging and expounding on the qualities of their chosen 
material and concerned with its shape, colour and surface showing how 
artists within these mediums helped shape art that was truly significant.

Artists featured include Lynn Chadwick, Henry Moore, Elizabeth Frink, 
Paul Mount, Halima Cassell, Lucie Rie, John Ward and Wendy Ramshaw.

sculpted: the art of the object
curated by philip smith, associate director 

of lyon & turnbull

28 November to 11 December 2018
10.30am to 5pm, weekdays

22 Connaught Street, London W2 2AF

+44 (0)207 930 9115

london@lyonandturnbull.com

left:
paul mount
(british 1922-2009)
four square, circa 1990
signed (to the base), verdigris 
bronze on slate base
18cm (7.25 in.) high (including base) 

s c u l p t e d :  t h e  a r t  o f  t h e  o b j e c t
28 november to 11 december 2018 | london



upcoming event | new york city

f r e e m a n ’s  fi n e  je w e l r y  pr e v i e w
w i t h  se l e c t  hi g h l i g h t s  fr o m  fr e e m a n ’ s  am e r i c a n  
f i n e  ar t  an d  ly o n  & tu r n b u l l ’ s  s e l e c t  je w e l l e r y  &  
w a t c h e s   a u c t i o n s

23-24 october 2018 | new york city

london: freeman’s fine jewelry 
auction highlights 

09-10 October 2018 | By appointment only 

22 Connaught Street, London W2 2AF

+44 (0)207 930 9115

london@lyonandturnbull.com

nyc: fine jewelry preview and 
winter auction highlights 

23-24 October 2018 | By appointment only

Yale Club, 50 Vanderbilt Ave, New York, NY 10017

+1 917.328.7563

vsalem@freemansauction.com

upcoming event | london
f r e e m a n ’s  f i n e  j e w e l r y 

a u c t i o n  h i g h l i g h t s 
09-10 october 2018 | london

news | introducing lyon & turnbull’s 
graduate showcase award winner 2018

It is with great pleasure that the Lyon & Turnbull team announce the winner of their 2018 
Graduate Showcase Award – Plum Cloutman.  Plum, a painter and print maker, graduated 
from Edinburgh College of Art with a BA (Hons) in Painting this summer.  

As part of her award Plum will spend a week working in isolation at the Bothy Project on the 
beautiful Scottish island of Eigg.  Here she talks a little more on how she hopes her time there 
will influence her work.  

“My practice is primarily drawing-led, the drawings serving as stepping stones to creating lino or woodcut 
prints, or informing an imagined textile or gesture in my paintings. �is process lends itself particularly well 
to a kind of wandering documentation of my surroundings; a week spent in isolation on the Isle of Ei� would 
provide an incredibly rich source of imagery for creating a richly detailed catalogue of drawings from which 
to draw inspiration for compositions. 

�e compositions of my paintings aim to represent a kind of in-between space, landscapes or interiors which 
become homes for anonymous figures. An isolated space such as the Isle of Ei� presents an environment 
without the distractions of the city, an ideal terrain to foster imagined inhabitants. �e idea has always 
appealed to me, to be able to sustain an uninterrupted train of thought, constantly fed by your surroundings.

�e idea of creating a concise body of work inspired by that week is immensely appealing, and the proposed 
exhibition would provide an invaluable opportunity to springboard my practice from the uncertain time 
following graduation, to presenting a fully realised and richly informed body of work as a professional artist.”

right:
a burma ruby, diamond and 

platinum ring
accompanied by agl report 

1092908 stating burma, no heat
$15,000-$20,000

(£11,500-15,350 + fees)

left:
a pair of burmese ruby and diamond 
set pendant earrings
accompanied by agl cs36530 & cs36123
£25,000-40,000 ($32,500-52,000) + fees
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AU C T I O N  M A R C H  2 0 1 9  

@  T H E  M A L L  G A L L E R I E S ,   LO N D O N

To arrange a valuation throughout the UK,  

or for more information, please contact: 

PHILIP SMITH philip.smith@lyonandturnbull.com 

07741 247225 0207 930 9115

LUCIE RIE [BRITISH 1902-1995]  |  One of four consigned to the sale

A NEW 

AUCTION OF 

MODERN DESIGN, 

ART & SCULPTURE, 

HIGHLIGHTING STUDIO  & 

CONTEMPORARY CERAMICS

LONDON  |  0207 930 9115

GLASGOW  |  0141 333 1992

EDINBURGH  |  0131 557 8844

www.lyonandturnbull.com
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Valuations all afternoon, talks, exhibition 
of Scottish Art auction highlights and 
pop-up shops.
Are there heirlooms gathering dust  
in your attic? Could you be sitting on  
a fortune? 
From jewellery to antiques, bring up to 
3 items to be valued by specialists from 
leading auction house, Lyon & Turnbull.
All of this rounded off by a House of 
Elrick gin tasting. 

Charity Valuations & Inspiring Talks Supporting
Aberdeen Art Gallery & Museums Development Trust

Inspirational Insights: 
An Afternoon of Art & Antiques

Sunday 18 November 12 noon – 4pm 
Marcliffe Hotel, North Deeside Road, 
Pitfodels, Aberdeen AB15 9YA

Tickets £15  
(Includes, coffee or tea and the 
valuation of up to three items)

Aberdeen Art Gallery and Museums Development Trust is a Scottish Charitable Incorporated Organisation. No. SCO45363

Book online at  https://inspiringartandmusic.eventbrite.co.uk

1pm Dr Malcolm Appleby MBE, world 
renowned silversmith, jeweller & gun engraver, 
in conversation with Christina Jansen

2pm Christine Rew, Head of the Aberdeen Art 
Gallery and Museums with an update on the 
gallery redevelopment

3pm Specialist insights from Charlotte Riordan, 
Scottish Art specialist at Lyon & Turnbull, 
into collecting art and the highlights of their 
forthcoming Scottish Paintings & Sculpture 
auction on view

Wednesdays in Wayne 
complimentary jewelry valuations on tuesdays and 

wednesdays at freeman’s main line office 

503 w lancaster ave  |  wayne, pa  |  freemansauction.com

inquiries

Sarah Riley, GG | 267.414.1210
sriley@freemansauction.com
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AN INSIDER’S LOOK AT CELEBRITY IN THE 1960s 

P H OTO G R A P H S  B Y  RO B I N  D O U G L A S - H O M E

Princess  Margaret,  1957

© Sholto Douglas-Home 2018 

All rights reserved

To purchase hand-framed prints of 
these exclusive images, contact  
SHOLTO DOUGLAS-HOME  

sixtiesset@gmail.com

07725 925 704
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T op lots 
A selection of highlights from our recent auctions 

18 Works from the Bachman Collection 
04 june | freeman’s

helen frankenthaler 
(american 1928–2011) 
“cinquecento” 
signed bottom right, signed again and dated ‘85 verso, 
acrylic on canvas

sold for $598,000 (£458,300)
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A.

E.

C

B. Scottish Paintings
07 june | lyon & turnbull

john bulloch souter
(scottish 1890-1972)
the breakdown
signed and dated 1926-62

A. 18 Works from the
Bachman Collection
04 june | freeman’s

fernando botero 
(colombian b. 1932) 
“dog” (detail) 
1981, signed and numbered 5/6 on the left 
hind leg, bronze with brown patina

sold for $200,000 
(£154,000)

sold for £75,000 
($97,500) 

C. Rare Books, Manuscripts, Maps 
& Photographs
14 february | lyon & turnbull

william johnson, william 
henderson, a.a. jacob and others 
[photographs of west india, 
c. 1855-1862]
126 albumen prints (only)

sold for £40,000 
($52,000) 

a. b.

c.
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C

F. The Collection of 
Dorrance “Dodo” H. Hamilton 
29 april | freeman’s

paul cézanne 
(french 1839-1906)
“la vie des champs” (detail) oil 
on canvas, executed in 1876-77

 sold for $1,450,000
(£1,115,000)

D. Decorative Arts:
Design Since 1860
11 april | lyon & turnbull

charles rennie mackintosh
(scottish 1868-1928)
ceremonial key for the opening of the 
glasgow school of art, 1899

E. African & Oceanic Art and 
Antiquities
21 march | lyon & turnbull

exceptional north nguni 
headrest (detail)

sold for £65,000
 ($84,500) 

sold for £40,000 
($52,000) 

f.

d. e.



C
a.

b. C.  Fine Furniture & 
Works of Art
03 may | lyon & turnbull

after the antique, the 
venus de’ medici (detail)
19th century
italian white marble

sold for £35,000 
($45,500) 

B. Modern British & Contemporary Art
16 august | lyon & turnbull

alan davie c.b.e., h.r.s.a. 
(scottish 1920-2014) 
opus 0.337: transformation of the wooden 
horse, no. 5, 1960 
signed and dated ‘60 and inscribed with 
title verso, oil on board 

sold for £23,125 
($30,000)

A. 18 Works from the Bachman Collection 
04 june | freeman’s

william de kooning
(american/dutch 1904-1997) 
“head #3” (detail)
1973, signed on the reverse and numbered 8/12 and 
with the modern art foundry, new york stamp at 
edge of base, bronze with black patina

sold for $286,000
(£220,000)

a. b.

c.



C
a.

b. G. Select Jewellery &
Watches
04 may | lyon & turnbull

single stone brillant cut 
diamond ring
principal diamond weight: 
9.15cts, si1 clarity, o-p 
colour

F. Design
04 june | freeman’s

george (amrican 1905-1990) 
and mira (american b.1942) 
nakashima 
exceptional holtz dining table 
and set of eight conoid chairs, 
new hope, pa, 1992/93 (detail)

D. American Art &
Pennsylvania Impressionists

featuring the Collection of Perry
& June Ottenberg
03 june | freeman’s

arthur beecher carles
(american 1882-1952)
“autumn bouquet”
signed “carles” bottom left, oil on 
canvas, in a harer frame

E. Fine Jewelry featuring
the Collection of Dorrance
“Dodo” H. Hamilton
09 may | freeman’s

an impressive diamond 
solitaire ring 
16.56 carat emerald-cut diamond, 
f color, vs2 clarity

sold for £50,000 
($65,000)

sold for $150,000 
(£88,000) 

sold for $137,500 
(£106,000)

sold for $802,000 
(£617,000) 

c. d.

e. f.

g.
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C

A. Asian Arts
07 september | freeman’s

an impressive japanese parcel gilt 
and mixed metal patinated bronze 
koro and cover (detail)
meiji period, last quarter 19th 
century
 

B. Fine Asian Works of Art
16 may | lyon & turnbull

jiang zhaohe (1904-1986) 
elderly man, 1953
signed zhao he, dated july, 1953, with 
one seal of the artist ‘zhao he’ 

sold for $50,000 
(£38,500)

sold for £96,000 
($124,800) 

C. The Collection of Dorrance “Dodo” H.
Hamilton 
29 april | freeman’s

childe hassam
(american 1859-1935)
“the walk around the island” (detail)
signed and dated ‘childe hassam 1890’ bottom 
left, oil on canvas

sold for $430,000
(£329,300) 

a.

b. c.



Scottish Paintings
7 june | lyon & turnbull

john eardley r.s.a.
(scottish 1921-1963)
glasgow tenement with graffiti

sold for £50,000 ($65,000) 

The Collection of Dorrance 
“Dodo” H. Hamilton
29 april | freeman’s

henri fantin-latour
(french 1836-1904)
“narcisses simples et doubles dans 
un verre long
signed and dated ‘fantin 71’ bottom 
left, oil on canvas

sold for $286,000 
(xxx,xxx)

C

D.  Modern & Contemporary Art
08 may | freeman’s

zao wou-ki
(chinese-french 1920-2013)
“15.04.80 - triptyque”
signed and signed in chinese bottom 
right, oil on three joined canvases

F. Scottish Silver & Applied Arts
15 august | lyon & turnbull

an important early 17th century silver 
mounted scottish basket hilted 
sword (detail)
from the collection of the late baron of 
earlshall

sold for $862,000 
(£663,000)

E. Scottish Paintings
07 june | lyon & turnbull

joan eardley r.s.a.
(scottish 1921-1963)
glasgow tenement with graffiti
 sold for £50,000 
($65,000)

sold for £20,000 
($26,000) 

c.

d.

f.e.



C
B. American Furniture, Folk
& Decorative Arts
25 april | freeman’s

early and rare american 
indian narrative captivity of 
elizabeth hanson
philadelphia, pa, 1728

 

C. The Collection of Dorrance
“Dodo” H. Hamilton

29 april | freeman’s

henri fantin-latour
(french  1859-1935)
“narcisses simples et doubles 
dans un verre long” (detail)
signed and dated ‘fantin 71’ bottom 
left, oil on canvas

D. Fine Furniture and
Works of Art
05 september | lyon & turnbull

german walnut, marquetry and 
parquetry serpentine commode 
(detail)
18th century

A. British & European 
Furniture & Decorative Arts 
22 may | freeman’s

a louis xv ormolu-mounted 
kingwood barometer 
(detail)
lange de bourbon (french 
active 1750-1775), circa 1760

sold for $21,250 
(£16,400)

sold for $40,625
(£31,250)

sold for $286,000
(£220,000)

sold for £31,250 
($40,625)

a. c.

d.

b.



C
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design exhib it ion scotland

A pioneering project curated by Susanna Beaumont, Design 
Exhibition Scotland launched in May 2018 with an exhibition 
of work by over 20 designers and artists. Transforming Lyon & 
Turnbull’s historic Edinburgh saleroom the contributors worked 
in a range of materials and processes, to create objects such as 
tables, chairs, lights and flooring. Integral to the project, were DES 
Debates which brought together contemporary designers and 
energetic thinkers to exchange ideas and provoke conversation.

Image by: Ruth Clark

true colours |  in  aid  of  the 
prince’s  trust

The team at Lyon & Turnbull Edinburgh joined forces with 
The Prince’s Trust this summer to host an art auction and 
fundraising evening to raise vital funds to help change young 
lives during Scotlandís Year of Young People. Around 50 artists 
donated work, including John Byrne, Gerard Burns, Ann Oram 
and the estates of John Bellany and Alberto Morrocco, which 
by the close of the eve had raised over £55,000 for the charity.

Image: Sandy Young Photography

philadelphia antiques and 
art show

Now in its 55th year, the Philadelphia Antiques and 
Art Show hosts more than 60 dealers of furniture, 
fine art and decorative arts. Freeman’s Chairman 
Alasdair Nichol, Creative Director Whitney Bounty, 
and Associate Specialist Raphaël Chatroux and others 
from Freeman’s attended the Show’s opening night 
reception.

Image by: Susan Scovill
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hard hats &  high heels  |  charity 
event &  auction

Habitat for Humanity of Bucks County held its 9th Annual 
charity event and auction, Hard Hats & High Heels 
this past April in the borough Ivyland, Pennsylvania. 
Freeman’s Senior Vice President Samuel T. Freeman III 
wielded the gavel as guest auctioneer. 

Image courtesy of Habitat for Humanity

the sixties  set

Lyon & Turnbull’s London team were proud to present 
The Sixties Set, a stylish selling exhibition of personal 
photographs taken from the private albums of society 
photographer Robin Douglas-Home, in their Connaught 
Street gallery last May. A true insider’s look at 
celebrity in the 1960s, featuring amongst others Frank 
Sinatra, Elizabeth Taylor and HRH Princess Margaret,  
the exhibition was presented in partnership with Robin’s 
son Sholto Douglas-Home.   

vents & cultural affairs

special  sell ing exhib it ion |  andy scott

This past spring, Freeman’s Main Line Gallery was host to a 
special selling exhibition featuring work by internationally 
recognized Scottish sculptor Andy Scott. Mr. Scott's works are 
made of steel or bronze and significant in scale (up to 100’ tall). 
He combines figurative and equine themes with contemporary 
techniques to create stunning landmark artworks. A reception 
was held in late April.

Image by: Susan Scovill

EJust a few of the special and exciting happenings from last season
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usiness bulletin
Trusts  & Estates  and Appraisal  News

Nazi-Looted Art 
and Restitution  

von saher v. norton simon museum 
at pasadena

by Kevin Ray

B

the picture art collection / alamy stock photo



he paintings Adam and Eve by 
Lucas Cranach the Elder (German, 
1472-1553), have been in the 
collection of the Norton Simon 
Museum at Pasadena since 1971. 
For more than a decade, though, 
they have been the subject of a 
dispute between the museum and 
Marei von Saher.  Von Saher is the 
daughter-in law and surviving heir 
of Jacques Goudstikker, a Jewish 
Dutch art dealer who fled the 
Nazi-occupied Netherlands with 

his family in 1940.  Goudstikker’s gallery, its inventory of more than 
1,4001 paintings,  and the family’s other assets were then acquired 
by members of the Nazi leadership through a series of forced sales, 
with the gallery and the family’s residence being purchased by 
Alois Meidl, and more than 800 of the Goudstikker paintings – 
including “Adam” and “Eve” –  being acquired by Reichsmarshall 
Hermann Goering for his private collection.  That the paintings 
were looted by the Nazis is not disputed.  Rather, the question for 
the court was whether the post-war restitution processes properly 
vested ownership of the paintings in the Dutch government 
such that its 1966 sale of those paintings to George Stroganoff-
Sherbatoff (from whom the museum purchased them in 1971) was a 
valid governmental action which is not reviewable by U.S. courts.  
With a decision issued by the Court of Appeals for the Ninth 
Circuit on July 30th, the case may have reached its conclusion.2

Goudstikker had purchased Cranach panels from the Soviet Union 
in 1931 at an auction of objects the Soviets had seized from the 
Stroganoff family as well as from churches and other institutions.3  
Goering purchased the panels in a forced sale in 1940, and they 
were recovered by U.S. forces at the end of the war, and were 
returned to the Dutch government.  U.S. policy was to return 
recovered Nazi-looted objects to the governments of the countries 
from which they had been taken, for ultimate restitution or other 
disposition.

While, during the war, the Dutch government (then in exile) had 
enacted a law nullifying agreements with the Nazis, after the war, 
that automatic nullification was revoked, and a formal restitution 
and restoration of rights process was put in place.  Claimants had 
until 1951 to file a petition for restoration of rights, after which 
the presiding council “could still order restoration of rights of 
its own accord, but claimants were no longer entitled to demand 
restitution.”4  To compensate the Netherlands for is losses during 
the war, the government also enacted Royal Decree E133, which 
expropriated all property “belonging to an enemy state or to an 
enemy national.”5

Goudstikker’s widow, Desi, returned to the Netherlands after 
the war, and took on leadership of the gallery.  She petitioned 
for restoration of rights for the assets that had been purchased 
by Meidl, but decided not to petition for return of the paintings 
purchased by Goering.  

In 1961, however, Stroganoff-Sherbatoff filed a claim for 
restitution of a number of artworks then owned by the Dutch 
government, including the Cranach panels, arguing that they had 
been expropriated from his family by the Soviets.  The Dutch 

government and Stroganoff-Sherbatoff reached an agreement whereby 
Stroganoff-Sherbatoff relinquished his claim to certain of the works 
and the government agreed to sell him several pieces, including Cranach 
panels.

In the 1990s, von Saher filed a petition with the Dutch government for 
restitution of those of the Goudstikker works that had been purchased 
by Goering, but that petition was denied.  However, in 2001, the 
government reevaluated its prior restitution process and, on the basis 
of “moral policy” turned over to von Saher those paintings from the 
Goering collection that were still in the Dutch government’s possession. 
This did not, of course, include the Cranach panels, which were in the 
museum’s collection in California.  In 2007, von Saher commenced the 
first of her actions for return of the Cranach panels, arguing that the 
Dutch government could never have taken ownership of the panels, but 
merely served as custodian of the paintings until the original owners or 
their heirs claimed them. 

In affirming the District Court’s 2016 decision granting the museum’s 
motion for summary judgment,6 the 9th Circuit relied upon the act of 
state doctrine, which is “a ‘rule of decision’ requiring that ‘acts of foreign 
sovereigns taken within their own jurisdictions shall be deemed valid’” 
and are not to be overturned by U.S. courts.7  The Court explained that 
“we apply the doctrine here, because ‘the relief sought’ by von Saher 
would necessitate our ‘declar[ing] invalid’ at least three ‘official act[s] of’ 
the Dutch government ‘performed within its own territory.’”8

about the author

Kevin Ray is an attorney in Greenberg Traurig LLP’s Chicago office, 
who practices in the area of art law.  He is the author of “Art & 
Business: Transactions in Art & Cultural Property” (American Bar 
Association Press, 2016).”

a r e  yo u  su b s c r i b e d ? 

freeman’s business bulletin

Stay up-to-date regarding estate planning—from 
art and collectible market trends and selling, to 
fiduciary responsibility and personal property 
appraisal issues and updates. Written by a variety 
of industry experts and curated by Freeman’s 
own VP and Head of Department for Trusts 
& Estates and Appraisals, Amy Parenti.

visit freemansauction.com to join the discussion!

1See “Reclaimed: Paintings from the Collection of Jacques Goudstikker,” exhibition March 
15 – August 2, 2009
2von Saher v. Norton Simon Museum of Art at Pasadena, 2018 U.S. App. LEXIS 20989, 
Case No. 16-56308 (9th Cir. July 30, 2018).  Von Saher has petitioned the 9th Circuit 
for a rehearing of the motion for summary judgment.  Such rehearing petitions are rarely 
granted, and von Saher’s previous petitions for rehearing at earlier stages in the case were 
unsuccessful.
3Although the District Court found that the Stroganoff family never owned the panels, 
Stroganoff ownership of the panels is unclear from the evidence presented
4von Saher v. Norton Simon Museum of Art at Pasadena, 2018 U.S. App. LEXIS 20989 at *9.
5 Id. at *10.
6von Saher v. Norton Simon Museum at Pasadena, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 187490, Case No. CV 
07-2866 (C.D. Cal. Aug. 9, 2016).
7von Saher v. Norton Simon Museum of Art at Pasadena, 2018 U.S. App. LEXIS 20989 at *19.
8Id.

T
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barn-finds to almost 
new out-of-the-box

when the owner of a much loved classic car 

thinks about selling, the key issue is who should 

sell it? an astute seller will want to be sure 

that the company they choose will provide a 

superb international client network of buyers, 

a total commitment to marketing their car 

brilliantly and a guarantee, or as close as 

possible to a guarantee in the auction world, 

that its value will be maximized.

H&HHAND CLASS I C S
our partner for buying & 

selling classic cars
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L yon & Turnbull believes that 
H&H Classics are the best in the 
business, and for that reason 
have partnered with them to 
offer a service on classic cars, 
motorcycles and automobilia. This 
decision was bolstered by the 
fact that H&H are one of just five 

companies in the world to have sold a car for 
over $10m – the 1960 Ferrari 250 GT, sold on 
behalf of the RNLI. As a result of this sale the 
RNLI, an important charitable institution doing 
valuable work across the UK, received the 
biggest bequest in its history. 

Having grown steadily for a quarter of a 
century by offering a highly professional 
service and complete integrity, H&H classics 
regularly achieves world records.

The company handles cars valued from a few 
thousand to millions of pounds. The company 
sold HRH Prince Philip’s 1954 Lagonda 3-Litre 
Drophead Coupe(illustrated) for an impressive £350,000, a world 
record. The previous top price for this model Lagonda was £80,000. 

One of the excitements of working with H&H Classics is the series of 
barn-finds they unearth, cars tucked away and forgotten, sometimes 
for decades. Recently an E-Type Jaguar was found in Moray, Scotland 
covered in dust, forgotten for 35 years and sold for £77,000 as a 
restoration project by H&H. Another made £80,000. 

Motorcycles and Automobilia are also handled by the company 
which is unique in holding sales at the National Motorcycle Museum, 
recognized as the finest and largest British motorcycle museum in 
the world. This is a long-term partnership and H&H Classics hold 
three sales a year at the Museum. 

The company has sold everything from John Lennon’s 1969 Honda 
Z50A ‘Monkeybike’ for £57,500 to a 1922 Brough Superior known as 
Old Bill’, which sold for £291,200.

Simon Hope, Chairman of H&H Classics, says: “We hold our sales at 
the museum as it is the most prestigious bike venue in the country, 
and is ‘Bike Central’ for anyone who loves motorcycling. We are 
determined to make the name H&H Classics synonymous with the 
very best of motorcycle auctions, so the co-operation with this 
wonderful atmospheric venue allows us to offer our clients the best.”

Gavin Strang, Lyon & Turnbull MD adds: “For some time we have 
recognized that many of our clients have classic and valuable cars, 
so being able to provide them with access to a highly experienced 
expert is important. We are planning some joint events with H&H 
where clients can bring their cars and meet up with our specialists 
and the H&H team.” 

Lyon & Turnbull clients will be able to take advantage of a 
complimentary appraisal from H&H of any car or motorbike they 
own. In addition, we have negotiated a preferential discount on 
full valuation and auction/sale fees that come through us. H&H 
Concierge service will also provide clients who may be looking into 
classic car ownership for leisure or investment with a step-by-step 
advisory service.

A B O U T  H  &  H  C L A S S I C S

H&H was founded by Simon Hope in 1993 as a specialist 
auction house dedicated solely to the sale of collectors’ 
motorcars and motorcycles. Some 25 years later, the 
company can boast a continuous trading history which 
exceeds that of most UK rivals. The company is staffed 
by hands-on enthusiasts with over 600 years combined 
experience, and its specialist valuers are among the most 
knowledgeable in the industry.

H&H has had the pleasure of handling everything from 
1890s London to Brighton runners through to 1990s 
Formula 1 cars, not to mention a variety of iconic 
motorcycles and holds a considerable number of world 
record auction prices.

With the head office near Warrington, Cheshire and 
its Private Sales Garage near Hindhead in Surrey the 
company has specialists based throughout the UK 
and the world. H&H holds regular sales at the Imperial 
War Museum Duxford in Cambridgeshire, the National 
Motorcycle Museum in the West Midlands and Pavilion 
Gardens, Buxton in Derbyshire.

www.handh.co.uk 

having grown steadily for a 
quarter of a century by offering 
a highly professional service and 

complete integrity, h&h classics 
regularly achieves world records.

to take advantage of the discounted rate, email: 
classiccars@lyonandturnbull.com



NOVEMBER 2-4, 2018 
PREVIEW PARTY ON NOVEMBER 1
PENNSYLVANIA CONVENTION CENTER

215.684.7930 | pmacraftshow.org

ART BY HAND

Presented by the Women’s Committee and Craft Show Committee of the Philadelphia Museum of Art. 

A juried exhibition and sale of the work of 195 of the nation’s f inest craft artists. 
The Guest Artist Program will showcase 26 artists from Germany.

Pavel Novak
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The Master of the 
Embroidered 

Foliage 

by Raphaël Chatroux

A Divine Reality
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master of the embroidered foliage
(netherlandish, active brussels, late 15th century)
nursing madonna
oil and tempera on cradled oak panel 
33 3/4 in. x 28 in. (85.7 x 71.1 cm)
$150,000-250,000 
(£114,400-190,700 + fees)

Gifted to Lord Radcliffe, later Baron 
Radcliffe, London, United Kingdom.
His Sale, Christie’s, London, June 26, 
1959, lot 45.
Faerber, London, United Kingdom.
Christie’s, London sale of May 4, 1979, 
lot 123.
Collection of Mr. and Mrs. George 
Farkas, New York, New York.
Gifted to Grey Art Gallery, New York 
University Art Collection, since 1990.

provenance: 
Private Collection, Spain, until circa 1912.
The Spanish Gallery, London, United Kingdom, 
1912.
Collection of Sir Francis Beaufort Palmer, United 
Kingdom, until 1919.
His Sale, Christie’s, London, sale of April 11, 1919, 
lot 33 (sold as by Rogier van der Weyden).
Buttery, London, 1920.
Collection of Calouste Gulbenkian, 
London, United Kingdom.
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Comfortably swaddled in the arms of his mother, 
the baby smiles. She tenderly looks back at 
him, seated on the steps of a wooden throne 
surmounted by a damask baldachin, and gives 
him her breast, from which a drop of milk has 

just escaped. Her magnificent draped clothes fall heavily on 
the floor, whose tiles lead to a small open passage flanked 
by twisted columns. Outside, everything appears peaceful. 
Flowers, ferns and grasses are arranged in amazingly detailed 
variety. Two white greyhounds face each other in the blooming 
vegetation, while a peacock scans the horizon, majestically 
installed on the crenellation of the surrounding wall. In 
the distance, a river flows gently towards a faraway town.

The scene depicts the Virgin Mary breastfeeding the Infant Jesus. 
It belongs to the iconography of the Madonna Lactans, or Nursing 
Madonna, an intimate 12th century representation of the Madonna 
and Child, in which Mary is shown nursing Christ.

This painting, attributed to the Master of the Embroidered Foliage 
since 1926, is an exceptional example of his refined technique. Its 
composition is based on the comparable figures of Rogier van der 
Weyden’s Saint Luke Drawing the Virgin, completed between 1435-
1440 and now at the Boston Museum of Fine Arts. The stylistic 
bond between the Master and Rogier van der Weyden is so evident 
that the present painting was considered completed by Rogier van 
der Weyden whilst in the collections of Sir Francis Beaufort Palmer, 
and Calouste Gulbenkian in the 1920s.

Although our work only mimics the left side of van der Weyden’s 
prototype, it is still very much filled with the “spiritual stillness” 
which characterizes the original painting of Saint Luke Drawing 
the Virgin, the noblest possible subject of the time (Saint Luke was 
considered the patron saint of artists and depictions of him adorned 
the premises of the painters’ guild in various cities in Europe).

Madonna Lactans



The name “Master of the Embroidered Foliage” was coined 
in 1926 by German art historian Max Jakob Friedländer, who 
likened the particular way the artist painted the foliage in his 
works to the repeated pattern of stitches in embroidery. The 
director of the Gemäldegalerie in Berlin from 1896 to 1933, 
Friedländer also worked as a critic and an expert. Throughout 
his various studies and his countless volumes dedicated to the 
early Netherlandish painters of the late fifteenth century, he 
unveiled the existence of several small masters, to each of whom 
he gave conventional names. According to Friedländer, the 
Master of the Embroidered Foliage was active in Brussels in the 
late fifteenth century and produced (alone or with the help of 
a dedicated studio) a group of ten paintings, which all depicted 
the ‘Virgin Mary and Christ Child’ in similar poses. In each 
different version of his paintings, the Master of Embroidered 
Foliage used varied backgrounds and made minor alterations 
to some details of the landscape. These variations and details 
were likely introduced to satisfy the wishes of individual buyers, 
which suggests a lucrative market.

Almost all of the paintings attributed to the Master of the 
Embroidered Foliage were intended to glorify the Virgin and 
inspire devotion. In this particularly idealized vision of a world 
without sin, the artist inserted many details to symbolize the 
ultimate virtue of the Virgin. The throne hints at her future 
status as the Queen of Heaven, though out of humility, she 
sits down on the step. It is decorated with sculptural figures 
of Adam and Eve, individuals responsible for the Original Sin 
for which Christ and the Virgin will atone. In the background, 
the loggia gives access to an enclosed garden, or hortus conclusus 
– a typical representation of a heavenly paradise resembling 
the earthly world, which here symbolizes the Virgin’s chastity. 
The two white greyhounds in the grass, typically considered 
the Prince’s dogs, refer to Christ’s and Mary’s purity. 

A Medieval Mystery

As for the peacock in the garden, it is a common Christian symbol of 
immortality and of Christ’s resurrection; legend has it that the flesh of 
a peacock never decayed.

Recently, the painting has been examined under infrared and 
ultraviolet light. Comparative study of the infrared images and the 
painted image indicates that much of the composition was established 
in detail prior to painting. However, the infrared imaging also 
revealed that some changes were made during the painting process. 

The most significant change is seen in the right background. 
Originally, the brick wall was positioned further in the distance, 
and two figures were standing facing the landscape, where the 
peacock is now perched. Both were underdrawn but not rendered 
in paint. Such figures, which are generally accepted as Saints Anne 
and Joachim, the parents of the Virgin, take their inspiration from 
Rogier’s famous earlier work. The two figures also appear in The 
Virgin and Child Enthroned; another painting attributed to the Master 
of the Embroidered Foliage, and now at the Clark Institute in 
Williamstown, Massachusetts. The background in the Williamstown 
painting is indeed the exact-scale replica, with some modifications, 
of the background in Rogier’s Saint Luke. Although fascinating, this is 
far from surprising since the Master used a large range of models, and 
stencils, based on Rogier’s paintings before adapting them to his new 
compositions. 

Here, the artist depicts a humanized Virgin Mary, despite the presence 
of a halo above her head. Through contemporary architecture and 
landscape, he creates an intimate and familiar space for the viewer 
to feel assisted in his/her prayers. The small format of the painting, 
and the fact that it was most likely painted on a single oak panel, also 
marks a new movement in Netherlandish art; when private buyers 
started to collect smaller works of art to enhance their self-devotion, 
as opposed to life size altars.
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Since Friedländer, only two specific criteria have been used by art 
historians in order to link a work of art to the workshop of the Master of 
the Embroidered Foliage: the way the artist captured the foliage via small 
and systematic points of light; and the use of a motif derived from several 
compositions of Madonna and Child by Rogier van der Weyden. 

When naming the Master of the Embroidered Foliage, Friedländer paid 
close attention to the way the artist captured the foliage in his paintings. 
He compared the properly and pedantically spaced points of light to the 
repeated pattern of stitches one could notice in embroidery of this time 
period. According to Édouard de Callatay, the Master of the Embroidered 
Foliage was primarily a landscape specialist who worked for various other 
masters by painting the background of their paintings, hence participating 
in the most innovative artistic trends of the time. Although this opinion is 
no longer considered true (too many stylistic differences among the Master’s 

A Landscapist

right: Master of 
the Embroidered 

Foliage, Nursing 
Madonna or Madonna 
Lactans, underdrawn 

background figures 
seen under infrared, 

image courtesy of Art 
Analysis & Research

opposite, left: Rogier van der Weyden (Flemish 
1399-1464), Virgin and Child (Duran Madonna), 
oil on oak wood, c. 1435-1438, Museo del Prado, 
Madrid  
opposite, right: Rogier van der Weyden (Flemish 
1399-1464), Saint Luke Drawing the Virgin, oil 
and tempera on oak panel, c. 1435-1440, Boston 
Museum of Fine Arts 

backgrounds and landscapes have been noticed), the special attention given 
to the landscape in the works of the Embroidered Foliage shows a modern 
direction in art history at the time. Before Friedländer, landscapists were 
all situated in a Ganto-Bruges context. By comparing the Master’s work to 
the art of the tapestry, Friedländer became the first to link its production 
to the region of Brussels, a city where painters had the sole privilege of 
producing tapestry cartoons. He confirmed this geographical assumption 
by proving the repetition of various models of a Virgin and Child after the 
Rogier van der Weyden, the official painter of the city of Brussels. Today, 
art historians believe that the Master mainly worked after four models of 
Virgin and Child by Rogier van der Weyden. They are: the Nursing 
Madonna from Saint Luke Drawing the Virgin (Boston Museum of Fine Arts), 
a lost Madonna which inspired the Triptych of Salve Regina of Tournai (Musée 
des Beaux-Arts de Tournai), a seated Madonna and Child, only known 
through a drawing now at the Boijmans van Beuningen Museum of 
Rotterdam, and the Madonna Duran, at the Prado Museum, which the 
Master copied in the Virgin and Child in a Landscape, now at the Philadelphia 
Museum of Art. 

right: Master of the Embroidered Foliage, Virgin and Child 
Enthroned (detail), oil on panel, Williamstown, Sterling 
and Francine Clark Art Institute (inv. 1962.299), image by 
Benjamin Zamore
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The Master of the Embroidered Foliage is one of several anonymous painters with a name. 
Although the name itself is an invention of the early 20th century, the tradition of naming 
anonymous painters dates back to the late 18th century, when European scholars invented a 
system of conventional names to identify unknown artists.

Traditionally speaking, each conventional name is composed of the term “Master”, as in the 
one who excels in his art, followed by an adjective made up of a characteristic which can be 
observed in several works by the artist, such as a year repeatedly inscribed on the artwork, 
a monogram, or the way the artist depicted a place, a figure or a special motif. This system 
proved handy, and art historians still name new “Masters” today. In some way, it exemplifies 
the human need to personalize works of art since the time of the Renaissance – art is 
considered to be an individual creation, and it needs to be attributed to an author in order 
to survive throughout the years and gain posterity.

Historically speaking, anonymous painters have always been considered minor masters. 
Their works have largely been depreciated, due to their anonymity, and also because of their 
quality. Art historians analyzed their paintings as mere copies of great masters such as Jan 
Van Eyck, Hans Memling or Rogier van der Weyden (although those artists themselves often 
copied others). Luckily, this hasty judgment has since been revised. It is now commonly 
accepted that the art of imitating the great masters is far from secondary. On the contrary, 
it is anchored in a very old tradition, celebrated by Erasmus himself, who encouraged young 
artists to look for already-existing images of perfect beauty, in order to recreate them. (“Le 
sage architecte choisira les ouvrages les plus parfaits, plutôt que des oeuvres communes, et 
le peintre les meilleurs tableaux, quand ils chercheront un modèle”). To really understand 
the art of the small masters, it is necessary to embrace the idea of a large-scale production 
directed by craftsmen rather than artists, who were able to reproduce a large number 
of models via mechanical processes (such as calks and stencils). From the middle of the 
15th century to the middle of the 16th century, the art of copying became an unavoidable 
phenomenon in the Southern part of the Netherlands. Local artists produced a handful of 
paintings for the nearby religious brotherhoods, corporations and private collectors, all the 
more numerous since the emergence of a bourgeois clientele. Altarpieces, domestic altars 
and simple images of devotion started to invade churches and homes. In order to meet the 
high demands, artists were forced to simplify their techniques, which ultimately resulted 
in an aesthetic impoverishment. To compensate for it, artists such as the Master of the 
Embroidered Foliage developed an art capable of distinguishing themselves: both narrative 
and decorative.

Today, the Master of the Embroidered Foliage is no longer considered a single artist or a 
unique workshop. According to Florence Gombert, former curator at the Palais des Beaux 
Arts de Lille and now curator at the Musée du Louvre, the Master’s works were not created 
by a single artist, but probably painted by different artists, from various workshops in the 
Flanders region, who referred to a common source. To her, it is then preferable to speak of 
a “group” of the Embroidered Foliage instead of a Master, as it is impossible to capture the 
personality of only one artist among the dozen works which Friedländer attributed to the 
“Master”. According to Gombert, the term “Group” is the best way to break free from the 
idea of a single artistic personality or a unique workshop while respecting the coherence of 
the whole group.

In 2005, the Palais des Beaux-Arts de Lille devoted an entire exhibition to the Group of 
the Embroidered Foliage. At the time, it was the only show exclusively dedicated to an 
anonymous Flemish Master of the late 15th century, a complete stranger to the general 
public to say the least, but also an enigmatic figure in the eyes of the medieval art specialists 
themselves. Since this date, it was made clear that the Group of the Embroidered Foliage 
was not the small, “systematic, and repetitive” master which Friedländer first described 
in 1926. Our painting itself reveals a remarkable composition with a pre-naturalistic 
sensibility, especially in the careful rendering of the background landscape and its 
miniaturist details, a symbolistic testament to the urban Europe of the 15th century.  

Studio Secrets



european art: 400 years
27 february 2019 | philadelphia

contact, united states:
alasdair nichol
anichol@freemansauction.com

david weiss
dweiss@freemansauction.com

raphaël chatroux
rchatroux@freemansauction.com

contact, europe:
nick curnow
nick.curnow@lyonandturnbull.com
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Freeman's is currently inviting 
consignments of fne art for its 27 February 
auction of “European Art: 400 years.” We 
are actively looking for paintings, works 
on paper and sculpture by well-known 
artists working from the 15th through the 
early 20th century. Suitable consignments 
include works of the late Renaissance, as 
well as British and Continental schools. 
The sale already features important 19th 
century works by Nicolaes Maes, Giulio 
Aristide Sartorio, Alberto Pasini and 
Martín Rico y Ortega.

Do not hesitate to contact us to arrange a 
valuation with one of our International 
specialists.

Suitable consignments will be accepted 
until mid-December.



Established in 1888, 
De Beers is a name forever 

synonymous with diamonds. 
�e company has an unrivalled 

heritage of expertise in the 
mining, cutting and polishing of 

outstanding quality diamonds.

right, and opposite, on model:
an impressive diamond 

solitaire pendant, de beers 
from the aura collection 
with accompanying gia, dated 
19.12.12, numbered 2155144567, 

stating that the prncipal diamond 
is 5.01 cts, d colour and internall 

flawless, showing no flourescence.
principal carat weight: 5.01 cts,  

total carat weight: 5.63 cts
£170,000- 250,000 

($221,000-325,000)  + fees

a 
heritage 

of
beauty

and
excellence

from
by Ruth Davis



Throughout its 130 year history, �e De 
Beers Group has been a leading light in the 
diamond world.  �e name De Beers comes 
from the Dutch brothers on whose farmland 

in Kimberly two of the largest mines of the era were 
founded. Cecil Rhodes, a British businessman who had 
followed many others to South Africa at the start of the 
diamond rush in 1871 and who made his money selling 
ice to the early prospectors, started buying up the (land) 
claims of small-time mining operators. He eventually 
formed his own mining company with funding from 
London’s Rothschild bank. In 1888 he merged with his 
rival and fellow British businessman, Barney Barnato, to 
form De Beers Consolidated Mines and soon they owned 
most of the mines in the country. In 1890 the London 
Diamond Syndicate, agreed to buy all the diamonds from 
De Beers’s mines.

When Rhodes died in 1902, five years a�er Barnato, De 
Beers controlled 90% of the world's diamond production. 
In 1905 �e Cullinan Diamond, the largest ever discovered 
diamond to this day, was found in the Premier mine 
near Pretoria, owned by a �omas Cullinan. �e mine’s 
diamonds were mainly sold to a pair of independent 
dealers - the Oppenheimer brothers. During the First 
World War, the mine was absorbed into De Beers 
whose major shareholder, Ernest Oppenheimer, became 
chairman in 1929.

In 1939 the company introduced the first ever diamond 
grading system, today known as the 4 C’s (colour, cut, 
clarity and carat), to champion a greater understanding of 
this most fascinating of gemstones.  

In 1947, the famous tagline, ‘A Diamond is Forever,’ 
was coined and added to their advertising campaigns, 
which had begun in 1938; it had the desired e�ect of 
popularising the fashion for diamond engagement rings, 
still an integral part of the tradition of marriage. It has 
since been on every De Beers advertisement and in 1999 
was named the slogan of the century. 

right, and on model:
an impressive diamond solitaire ring, 

de beers from the aura collection 
with accompanying gia report, dated 

14.12.12, numbered 2155001236, stating that 
the principal diamond is 5.21cts, d colour, 

internally flawless, showing no fluorescence
ring size: p, principal diamond weight: 5.21cts, 

total diamond weight: 6.81cts
£170,000- 250,000 ($221,000-325,000)  + fees

on model:
 a pair of 18ct white gold and 

diamond set pendant earrings, 
de beers

length: 21mm, total diamond weight: 
2.96cts

£2,500-4,000 ($3,250-5,200) + fees

by Ruth Davis
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In 2001 De Beers Diamond Jewellery was formed, with 
the first store opening on Old Bond Street in London the 
following year.  Customers were able to purchase diamond 
jewellery with complete confidence in its supreme quality 
of the De Beers name, obtained a er almost a century and a 
half of experience in the sourcing and cra ing of diamonds.

As a certified member of the Responsible Jewellery Council 
– an international not-for-profit organisation committed 
to supporting ethical, social and environmental practices. 
In 2000 the De Beers Group was instrumental in starting 
the Kimberley Process, with the African producing 
countries meeting to discuss ways in which to stop the 
trade in ‘conflict diamonds’. By 2002 the Kimberley Process 
Certification Scheme was created, it was brought into 
force in 2003. �is was a major milestone in stopping the 
potential trade that was damaging the reputation of the 
industry.

�is November, Lyon & Turnbull are delighted to present 
an outstanding collection of nine pieces, each a testament 
to this renowned house. Highlights feature several stunning 

pieces from the De Beers Aura Collection, including a 
5.21ct, D colour, Internally Flawless diamond ring and a 
5.01ct diamond pendant, both set with modern cushion cut 
principal stones they give a nod to the antique, adding a 
timeless elegance to a contemporary design. 

�is forthcoming private collection reflects a wonderful 
combination of classic and contemporary taste. A stunning 
fancy yellow diamond ring with a 7.41ct radiant cut central 
stone and a unique ‘Hope Talisman’ pendant set with rough 
diamonds, both by De Beers, are very eye catching modern 
designs.  

Presented alongside the nine pieces by De Beers Diamond 
Jewellery will be a pair of unheated Burmese ruby 
earrings, the rubies are 2.76cts & 3.06cts respectively, and a 
Mozambique ruby and diamond cluster ring.  

�is collection of exceptional diamond and ruby jewellery 
will be o�ered in London on 21 November 2018 on behalf of 
a charitable trust.  Highlights will be previewed in New York 
(see Announcements, p. 11 ), Edinburgh and Glasgow.

select jewellery & watches 
21 november | london

contact:
kate flitcroft fga
kate.flitcroft@lyonandturnbull.com

ruth davis fga, dga
ruth.davis@lyonandturnbull.com 
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select jewellery & watches
21 november | london

contact:
kate flitcroft fga
kate.flitcroft@lyonandturnbull.com

ruth davis fga, dga
ruth.davis@lyonandturnbull.com

opposite, top right, and 
on model:

a fancy yellow and 
colourless three stone 
diamond ring, de beers 

ring size: q, principal 
diamond weight: 7.41cts, 

total secondary diamond 
weight: 3.16cts

£50,000-60,000 
($65,000-78,000) + fees

opposite, bottom left, and 
previous page, on model:

a 18ct gold and diamond 
set cocktail watch, 

de beers
total diamond weight 13.58 

carats in 18ct white gold
£25,000-35,000 

($32,500-45,500) + fees
on model:

 a unique diamond and 
coloured rough diamond 
‘hope talisman’ pendant, 

de beers
diameter of pendant: 39mm, 

total diamond weight: 
11.10cts

£7,000-10,000 
($9,100 – 13,000) + fees

photographer - alex robson 

model - victoria middleton @ colours agency 

mua - vicky cameron @ colours agency 

dresses - whimsical bride, melrose  

www.whimsicalbride.co.uk 

assistant - siobhan stewart 



pulenceEUR                 PEANO
 The Collection of Ronnie M. Barokh



fine jewelry
06 november | philadelphia

contact:
virginia salem
vsalem@freemansauction.com 
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                or nearly forty years, Ronnie M. Barokh has been known       
           as one of the great “eyes” of the decorative arts trade.  Barokh    
     is recognized for his unrivaled ability to find exceptional works hidden 
in sales at small auction houses, and to identify rare and unique pieces lost 
in sales at major ones.  His specialty was, and remains, 17th to early 19th 
century British & European decorative arts, unusual furniture, paintings, 
and objets d’art. 

Barokh opened his first gallery in 1973 on the Kings Road in London, and 
in 1979, realizing that his taste was in demand, moved his business to the 
U.S., first to Santa Barbara, California, and later to a gallery on Melrose 
Place in Los Angeles.  He now resides in Connecticut, with a private gallery 
available by appointment only, in order to focus his business on exclusive 
sales of only the most exceptional works.

Freeman’s is exceedingly pleased to present Mr. Barokh’s collection as a 
single-owner offering of nearly 100 lots in our 16 October sale of British & 
European Furniture & Decorative Arts.  The collection comprises an 
elegant range of Baroque,  Rococo, and Neoclassical works from across 
Britain and the Continent, all imbued with Mr. Barokh’s signature opulent, 
European style.  The finest of these pieces is a Charles II lacquer cabinet 
on silver-gilt carved stand, both dating to the 17th century.  This cabinet 
is notable not only for its age, quality, and beauty, but also for its singular 
provenance from the collection of the notorious James Arthur "Jim" 
Williams (American, 1931-1990).

The popularity of Asian two door lacquer cabinets on European stands 
reached its apex in the 17th and 18th centuries both in England and on 
the continent, where early importation of lacquer objects from China and 
Japan set off a wave of enthusiasm for such works.  While in Asia lacquer 
was often considered artistically inconsequential and therefore suitable 
for exportation, in Europe, the works were highly prized for their exotic 
origin.  The offered cabinet is likely Chinese or from the Ryuku Islands 
in the East China Sea, dating to the first half of the 17th century.

The silvered stand's robustly sculptural high Baroque form is one 
which was popular in England from about 1675 to 1680.  Adam 
Bowett's English Furniture from Charles II to Queen Anne illustrates 
a similar piece in giltwood on page 163, plate 5.31. A cabinet with 
a related stand was sold Christie's, London, 21 November 1985, lot 
145, and another closely related piece also with a silvered stand was 
sold Christie's, New York, 11 October 2007, lot 37.

The cabinet and stand were formerly in the collection of Jim 
Williams, a noted Savannah, Georgia, historic preservationist and 
antiques dealer credited with the revitalization of Savannah’s now-
celebrated historic district. Williams was known and admired for 
his work in the city and surrounding Low Country, where he restored 
more than fifty homes, culminating in the restoration of the famous 
Mercer House (built in 1860 by architect John S. Norris, and now the 
Mercer-Williams House Museum), where this cabinet was a featured 
piece in the drawing room. Williams' colorful life and ultimate fall 
from grace were detailed in John Berendt's 1994 bestseller, Midnight 
in the Garden of Good and Evil, and Clint Eastwood’s 1997 film of the 
same name.

pulence

british & european furniture & decorative arts 
including silver and russian works of art
16 october | philadelphia

contact:
nicholas b.a. nicholson 
nnicholson@freemansauction.com 

above:
 a charles ii lacquer cabinet 
on silver-gilt carved stand 
17th century
H: 58 3/4, W: 41, D: 22 1/2 in.
$12,000-18,000
(£9,1550-13,750 + fees)
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above:
old  orkney  relics  miniature
stromness  distillery  
(closed  1928)    
bottled  by  mcconnell’s  distillery  company,  belfast   

£800-1,200 ($1,050-1,575) + fees*

*In line with international auctioneers across the industry Lyon 
& Turnbull’s specialist auctions of Spirits & Wine will have a 
bespoke buyer’s premium rate of 15%. 

whisky & spirits
05 december | edinburgh

contact:
colin fraser
colin.fraser@lyonandturnbull.com

by Adam Irvine

A RAISING of the

Spirits



AFRICAN & OCEANIC ART AND ANTIQUITIES 
MARCH 21 | EDINBURGH

CONTACT:
Alex Tweedy, alex.tweedy@lyonandturnbull.com 

The Scotch whisky industry has undergone a renaissance over the last 
decade. Demand for high quality aged whisky is far outstripping supply 
and such is the thirst for quality aged spirit, record auction prices are 
being paid for both bottles and casks. �e iconic Bowmore Black first 
edition was released in 1993 for £80 and twenty-five years on is worth 
£20,000.

It is not just rare collectors editions that have seen significant rises. Many bottles sitting 
at the at the back of the drinks cabinet are now highly sought a�er. A Macallan 12 year 
old from the 1990s is now worth over £300. In fact, for those lucky enough to have bought 
a cask of Macallan in the 1990s, they are now being exchanged for £50,000 to £250,000. 

so why the renaissance if not revolution? 
�e whisky ‘brand’ has grown due to a reputation for quality and exclusivity in both 
established and emerging markets leading to significant pressure on global inventories. 
At the top of the market, drinkers are paying more for the sensory experience of rare and 
complex malts, fine drams that have the ability to conjure up distant memories already 
half-forgotten from the kaleidoscope of aromas emanating from the glass. 

Building whisky collections has also seen a rise in popularity, supported by an industry 
that has increasingly released limited edition whiskies geared to collectors and an age of 
ecommerce that no longer limits collectors to their own locality. For investors, market 
conditions have led to significant gains and made the whisky category a highly attractive 
alternative investment.

Lyon & Turnbull are proud to announce the formation of their new specialist Whisky 
department in order to provide our clients both opportunities to acquire fine and rare 
whiskies and to realise the value of their collections in buoyant market conditions.  Our 
consultant specialists Colin Fraser and Adam Irvine have extensive market experience 
enabling them to o�er current market advice, valuations and auction opportunities for 
both bottles and casks across the UK.

As highlight of our inaugural Whisky auction on 05 December 2018 in Edinburgh, the 
team are delighted to be able to o�er an exceptionally rare miniature from the long-lost 
Orkney distillery of Stromness, which closed in 1928. �is item was imported into the 
United States by Judge & Dophn of Chicago, Illinios and bears a tax stamp from 1936. 
Bottles from distilleries closed prior to WWII are rarely encountered and are the holy 
relics of the whisky collector’s market. 

Quite simply a piece of Scottish history. 

whisky & spirits
05 december | edinburgh

contact:
colin fraser
colin.fraser@lyonandturnbull.com
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WINTER WONDERLAND

 on 09 december, freeman’s will bring 
to auction five quintessential 

works by american impressionist 
guy carleton wiggins, whose cityscapes 

and snow scenes garnered national 
acclaim throughout the first half of 

the 20th century. all five works will be 
exhibited in new york city in october.

this page:
 guy carleton wiggins
(american 1883-1962)
“at the library new york”
signed ‘guy carleton wiggins na’ 
bottom right, oil on canvas; also 
titled and signed verso
30 1/4 x 25 1/4 in. (76.8 x 64.1cm)
$80,000 - 120,000
(£61,050-91,550 + fees)



Born in Brooklyn in 1883, Guy Carleton Wiggins 
spent much of his childhood in Cornwall, England. 
He studied with his father, the skilled landscapist 
Carleton Wiggins, before enrolling at the National 

Academy of Design in New York. There, he worked under 
the tutelage of prominent American painters Robert Henri 
and William Merritt Chase, both 
graduates of the Pennsylvania 
Academy of the Fine Arts. In 1903, 
at the age of 20, Wiggins became the 
youngest American artist to have a 
work accepted into the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art's permanent 
collection. He was also one of 
the youngest members of the Old 
Lyme Art Colony in Connecticut, 
where Wiggins, along with Childe 
Hassam, fused French and American 
Impressionist techniques and 
conventions, creating a hybrid style 
which became uniquely his own. 
He deeply emphasized color, using 
it to achieve beautiful effects of 
luminosity through his palette and 
his brushstrokes.

In the 1920s and thereafter, 
Wiggins became best known for 
his quintessential wintry scenes of 
New York dusted in snow. In an 
interview published in the Detroit 
News in 1924, he said: "One cold, 
blustering, snowy winter day (1912) 
I was in my New York studio trying 
to paint a summer landscape. 
Things wouldn't go right, and I 
sat idly looking out of a window at nothing. Suddenly I 
saw what was before me---an elevated railroad track, with 
a train dashing madly through the whirling blizzard-like 
snow that made hazy and indistinct the row of buildings 
on the far side of the street ("Metropolitan Tower, 1912" 
Metropolitan Museum, NY). Often, Wiggins would paint 
these views from the windows of office buildings in 
Manhattan, and he was adept at depicting the hustle and 
bustle of the city softened and slowed by blizzards of snow 
and ice. His oeuvre has been defined by these works and 
they have become some of his most highly sought after.

Painted in 1961, one year prior to the artist’s death, “On 5th Avenue” is 
a perfect example of Wiggins’ classic wintry scenes. The composition 
depicts 5th Avenue at 59th Street, near the bottom East side of Central 
Park, and features the distinguished Pulitzer Fountain which is situated 
in Manhattan’s Grand Army Plaza and was donated by famed publisher 
Joseph Pulitzer (1847-1911) in 1916. The basin of the fountain as well as 
the surrounding ground has been covered by snowfall, as people trudge 
through the streets. Wiggins shows that city life continues on regardless 
of weather, as a horse-drawn carriage takes passengers to their 
destination, and a woman walks her two dogs. The blustry weather 
skews any distinguishable facial features of the pedestrians depicted 
here, lending and element of anonymity to the vignette. Nevertheless, 
the artist is able to relay a sense of relatability and comeraderie as well, 
as most of the subjects featured walk in pairs and closely together.

“At the Library New York” depicts a blizzard on Manhattan’s 5th 
Avenue, which runs north through the heart of the city. To the left, 
once can notice the main branch of the New York Public Library 
founded in 1895 on 42nd Street. Prominently displayed, the iconic 
lion statues flank the stairway which leads into the building. The 
sharp corners and pointy spires of nearby structures are softened and 
blurred by heavily falling snow. A line of pedestrians walk toward 
the viewer in front of the library, and away from the viewer on the 
opposite side of the street, giving the feeling of a push and pull as 
cars and people alike make their way through the storm. Soothing 
yellow lights can be seen shining from windows surrounding the scene, 
adding a sense of warm and calm to an otherwise turbulent vignette.

american art & pennsylvania impressionists
09 december | philadelphia

contact:
alasdair nichol
anichol@freemansauction.com 

winter auction highlights exhibition
23-24 october | yale club, new york city
by appointment only

g u y  c a r l e t o n  w i g g i n s

above:
guy carleton wiggins (american 1883-1962)
“on 5th avenue on a winter’s afternoon”
signed ‘guy wiggins na’ bottom left; also titled, signed and dated ‘1961’  
verso, oil on canvas
25 x 30 in. (63.5 x 76.2cm)
$80,000 - 120,000
(£61,050-91,550 + fees)
 .

at the library new york

on 5th avenue on a winter’s afternoon



A   Historic Herbal
by Cathy     Marsden

illustrated:
mattioli, pietro andrea
commentarii in sex libros
venice: vincenzo valgrisi, 1565.
£4,000-6,000 ($5,200-7,800) 
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T he 'herbal' – or a book cataloguing, describing and categorising 
plants – is a particularly ancient form of text. The Roman 
historian and philosopher, Nicholas of Damascus, wrote his 

work On Plants (occasionally attributed to Aristotle) in the first century BCE. 
In China, the Shennong Bencao Jing (The Great Herbal) is believed to have been 
written around 4700 years ago, with the oldest surviving copy of the work dating 
from c.500 CE. As with many texts, ancient herbals were copied and translated 
into Arabic, preserved by Muslim scholars and 'rediscovered' during the European 
Renaissance. Arber writes, in her important 1912 guide to the history of Herbals: 
“The Arabic translations of classical writings were eventually rendered into 
Latin, or even sometimes into Greek again, and in this guise found their way to 
western Europe.”

In the grand history of herbals, therefore, Andrea Mattioli's Commentarii in Sex 
Libros, first published in 1544, is a relatively modern production – yet it came 
into being a mere 100 years following the invention of Gutenberg's printing 
press. The copy to be offered by Lyon & Turnbull in October 2018 was produced 
21 years later, in 1565, and includes an impressive array of beautifully produced 

woodcuts. These illustrations, along with the sheer size of the 
book, have led this edition of the work to be termed the 

'preferred edition'.1 Mattioli has illustrated both plants 
and animals, including a cactus and frolicking hares. In its 

early years of publication, up to the 1560s, 32,000 copies of 
Mattioli's Commentarii in Sex Libros are thought to have been 

sold.

The author of the work was born in Sienna in 1501, 
became the physician to both Archduke Ferdinand 

and Emperor Maximillian II and, as befell many of his 
contemporaries, succumbed to the plague at the ripe old 

age of 76. Arber points out that many of the authors of herbals were medical 
practitioners, perhaps bringing them all the more often into contact with plague 
sufferers. Mattioli's chef d'oeuvre contains a detailed explanation of the theories 
of the Greek physician Dioscorides and a full inventory of all the plants Mattioli 
had encountered, including several he first recorded himself, discovered in Tirol. 

The original aim of the work was to better acquaint contemporary physicians 
with the medical herbs and plants described by Dioscorides.2 The number of 

copies produced shows that this was an extremely popular publication, 
although the man who is often credited with producing Renaissance 
Italy's best loved herbal is considered to have been somewhat 
unpleasant. Arber writes: “He engaged in numerous controversies 

with his fellow botanists and hurled the most abusive language at 
those who ventured to criticise him.”

It is easy to see why Mattioli's work has endured in popularity, 
and can now fetch very high prices at auction. The woodcuts by 
various artists are endearing and full of character. One image 

shows insects swarming across a bed, whilst surprised fish and 
chubby exotic plants feature elsewhere. The copy to be offered in 

October, with its contemporary vellum binding, is a fine example of 
one of history's best known works on plants.

1 Brunet III
2 DSB IX, p.179

rare books, manuscripts, maps & photographs
02 october | edinburgh

contact:
cathy marsden
cathy.marsden@lyonandturnbull.com 
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t h e  c o n t e n t s  o f  k i r k t o n  h o u s e
ART & CRAFT
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This October, Lyon & Turnbull will 
present the contents of kirkton house  – 
a remarkable collection focused on the art 
and design of the late 19th and early 20th 
centuries including beautiful examples of 
Gothic Revival, Aestheticism and Arts & 
Crafts works of art presented alongside a 

collection of British art, featuring
 a fine collection of etchings.

ART & CRAFT



kirkton house sits to the south of 
montrose with views down to the 

montrose basin and over to the grampians.  
it was built in 1804 as a manse for the 

nearby craig church.  

the craig estate had been purchased in 
the late 18th century by hercules ross, 

a close friend of lord nelson, and a new 
neo-gothick castle, designed by richard 

crichton, a pupil of john and robert adam, 
was complimented by a new church and 

manse.  the regency manse, with its turrets 
and castellation, was extended with wings 
to the east and west in the mid-1800s. it is 

now a handsome two storey home restored 
to its former glory by the current owners 

over the last 15 years.  

As well as undergoing a complete renovation of the interiors, the 
house contains a remarkable collection, which demonstrates 
the owner’s interest in predominately British art, but more 

especially the art and design of the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The 
collection follows the arc of 19th century design history and includes works 
representative of the Gothic Revival, Aestheticism and the Arts & Crafts. 
Amassed over several decades, many of the works have been purchased in 
London from leading establishments such as The Fine Art Society, The 
Royal Exchange Gallery and renowned Arts & Crafts dealer Paul Reeves. 

Visits to The Fine Art Society also sparked an interest in the work of the 
New Sculpture movement of the late 19th and early 20th centuries. One of 
the highlights of the sale is a rare bronze figure of St George and the Dragon 
by Gilbert Bayes, with polychrome and gilt decoration, thought to be one 
of only three in existence. Other important bronzes include The Sluggard by 
Frederic, Lord Leighton, and important renders by Sir Alfred Gilbert and 
Hamo Thornycroft.

A wonderful collection of Arts & Crafts ceramics, started when the owners 
were living in Gloucestershire, is another highlight of the sale. There 
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are over thirty pieces of Pilkington’s Lancastrian lustre pottery; ruby-lustre 
chargers by William De Morgan and a group of vessels by Sir Edmund Elton. 
Works from the Arts & Crafts movement feature in other areas: notably a 
spectacular piano by Charles Robert Ashbee; copper and brass light fittings by 
W.A.S. Benson; and textiles by Morris & Co.

Adorning the walls of the house is a collection of 19th & 20th century British 
art featuring a charming harbour scene by George Leslie Hunter, an unusual 
Edward Arthur Walton still-life and a dramatic portrait by Sir Gerald Kelly 
of his wife Jane.  The history and landscape of the surrounding area is brought 
inside with an outstanding group of watercolours and oils by local artist James 
Watterston Herald revealing views of Montrose, Arbroath and Forfar.  Outside, 
a scented rose garden and woodland area are the perfect foil for the garden 
statuary and furniture included in the sale. 

When walking through both the rooms in the house and the beautifully 
landscaped gardens it becomes quite clear that the interior and exterior of the 
property has been a well-constructed and considered curatorial project; items 
complement each other, colours and fabrics have been carefully chosen, and the 
result is one of beauty and order.

opposite: 
Exterior of Kirkton 

House  
(Image: Savills/ Jon 
Smith Photograhy)

above: 
The Music Room at 

Kirkton House 

below:
james watterston herald 

(british 1859-1914)
the travelling theatre, buffalo 

bill at arbroath
signed, watercolour

36.5cm x 47cm (14.5in x 18.5in)
£6,000-8,000 + fees

($7,900-10,500) + fees

the contents of kirkton house 
10 october | edinburgh

contact:
theo burrell 
theo.burrell@lyonandturnbull.com

john mackie 
john.mackie@lyonandturnbull.com 
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A Voyage of DiscoveryA Voyage of Discovery
through british etching

the contents of kirkton 
house not only includes 
a remarkable collection 
focused on late 19th and 

early 20th century works 
of art and design, it is also 

home to a fine collection 
of etchings.
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W
hilst the owners were living in London, visits 
were regularly made to the Royal Exchange 
Gallery, not for the marine pictures which they 
specialised in, but the etchings which they also 

sold. Visits to The Fine Art Society in New Bond Street also 
cemented interest in this medium.  As a result, the collection 
of etchings takes the viewer on a voyage of discovery through 
British etching. Gerald Leslie Brockhurst’s print masterpiece 
Adolescence is a focal point, but all the leading British etchers 
are represented from Whistler and Griggs to D.Y. Cameron and 
James McBey, from Samuel Palmer and Robin Tanner to Dame 
Laura Knight and Charles Nevinson.

Etching is a complicated and involved printing process which 
requires technical skill, as well as artistic flair. To create an 
image, the printing plate, normally made from copper, is 
covered in varnish, into which the artist scratches with a needle 
to create the image. The plate is then entered into an acid bath, 
and the acid ‘bites’ into the scratched areas of exposed metal, 
‘etching’ the design.

The appeal of etching, for both artists and collectors, is 
its artistic freedom. The process is similar to drawing, so 
it is particularly appealing to artists interested and skilled 
in draughtsmanship, and coupled with the technical skills 
required, make it an artistically important medium in its 
own right, as opposed to just a way to reproduce images. The 
etching revival of 1850-1930 celebrated these distinctive creative 
qualities, and generated a large market. Collecting prints 
became a mania, with prices rising astonishingly quickly; so 
quickly that an artist would make a new print, his/her gallery 
would invite collectors to subscribe, and at the same time as 
making their subscription the collectors themselves would 
immediately organise an auction date for six months later, 
allowing them to sell their impression from the sold-out edition 
for a higher price, generating themselves a profit. The market 
rose and rose until the Wall Street Crash of 1929, when the 
bubble dramatically burst, and artist’s whose prints had been 
selling out in 1929, were only able to sell a single print in 1930.

Etching came back into favour in the 1980s when a new, 
smaller market was established as collectors re-discovered the 
artistic genius and technical brilliance of these works. Their 
small, but important place within the wider movements in art 
during the 19th and 20th centuries was recognised. To this day, 
etchings remain an important and engaging collecting area. For 
collectors, they present the opportunity to own an artwork by 
a very good artist, often at a much smaller cost than an original 
painting or drawing. They also offer a very particular joy in 
their ability to be appreciated for their immense technical as 
well as artistic achievement. As a technical approach, there is 
room, if desired, for an academic pursuit of knowledge and 
understanding in their collection and study, across different 
states, impressions and within specific areas and subjects. 
Delivering across all these areas, the etchings from Kirkton 
House are a collecting treasure trove. 

the contents of kirkton house 
10 october | edinburgh

contact:
carly shearer 
carly.shearer@lyonandturnbull.com

the appeal of
etching, for 

both artists and 
collectors, is its 
artistic freedom. 

opposite:
[§] sir muirhead bone
(scottish 1876-1953) 
a manhattan excavation - 1923
drypoint, 13th state of 19, signed
34cm x 28cm (13.5in x 11in)
£2,000-3,000 ($2,600-3,900) + fees

above: 
[§] gerald leslie brockhurst
 (british 1890-1978)
adolescence
etching, signed
39cm x 28cm (15.25in x 11in)
£8,000-12,000 ($10,400-15,600) + fees





In 1955, a young Andy Warhol was on the cusp of an explosively 
successful artistic career. He actively cultivated high profile social 
connections and made art, even while continuing to work full time 
in graphic design. Indeed, that year he began an exclusive two-year 
print advertising design campaign for I. Miller & Sons Shoes, creating 
drawings of expensive women’s footwear that would appear in fashion 
magazines, The New York Times and Herald Tribune society pages each 
week. The ads were wildly successful for both the store and the artist. 
As a result, Warhol was given increasing leeway in his imagery, with 
one ad featuring rows of embellished heels (hinting at later recurrent 
themes of repetition) and another featuring only a pear tree to invoke 
associations with a new pear–colored spring shoe.  

Around the same time, Warhol self-published a series of portfolios, 
prints and books which were often lettered by his mother, and 
hand-colored by himself or friends, and given away as gifts or self-
promotion.  One of these, “À la Recherche du Shoe Perdu” included 
delicate and colorful shoes with witty titles and allusions to the rich 
and famous.

A year or two later, a young aspiring pianist named Betty Lou Saxton 
made her way from a small town in Ohio to Manhattan to study 
classical piano at Julliard and academics at Columbia. She shared an 
apartment with five other young women and was quickly enveloped 
into a lively and diverse artistic social community. Betty Lou’s mother 
had every intention that her daughter would become a talented 
pianist, but once Betty Lou arrived in New York, her interest in music 
waned as her love of the city and its lifestyle bloomed. Betty Lou, a 
present day resident of suburban Philadelphia, happily declares of her 
jettisoned musical career, “It was worth it – it got me to New York!”

W arhol:

Betty Lou quickly found herself immersed in a ready-made 
social world comprised of fellow musicians, artists and 
illustrators. Betty Lou was thusly introduced to Andy Warhol 
who by then had concluded the I. Miller print campaign and 
was designing the shop windows for the high end department 
store, Bonwit Teller. Through this friendship, Betty Lou came to 
know Warhol’s mother, Julia Warhola, and remembers regularly 
visiting their residence at 34th Street and Lexington Avenue.  
As Betty Lou recalls, Andy Warhol in those years made a daily 
circuit from his home to Bonwit Teller and finally to the public 
library, where he would spend hours perusing their picture and 
print archives for inspiration. Indeed, as art historians have 
noted, Warhol was insatiable in his quest for inspiration which 
he drew from art history, design, friends and of course, popular 
culture. 

In these years, Warhol’s nickname for Betty Lou was 
“Marigold” as “he thought I should marry gold” Betty Lou 
warmly recalls now. Julia Warhola, Betty remembers, was a 
petite older woman who always wore a babushka and lived 
in the top floor of the brownstone with her many cats. Betty 
Lou and Julia struck up their own friendship, and one day Julia 
presented Betty Lou with an ink drawing entitled, “Purr, Purr, 
Purr….”  Betty Lou asked Julia to sign the drawing, and the artist 
complied, penning ‘Andy Warhol’s Mother.’  “Even then, based 
on the company he was keeping, she had some sense of who 
he would become,” Betty Lou explains.  In 1989, Grey Gallery 
borrowed this work for the exhibition, “Success is a Job in New 
York” which toured to the Carnegie Museum of Art, Pittsburgh; 
Serpentine Gallery, London and the Institute of Contemporary 
Art, Philadelphia. 

in freeman’s 13 november  modern & 
contemporary art auction, we are pleased 

to present a group of prints, artist’s books 
and drawings by andy and julia warhola 

from the collection of ms. betty lou davis, 
a personal friend of both artists in the 

pivotal years of the late 1950s. 

Andy
A  P e r s o n a l  P r o v e n a n c e  

b y  A n n e  H e n r y



+

warhol was insatiable in his 
quest for inspiration which 

he drew from art history, 
design, friends and of course, 

popular culture  
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this page; previous spread, left page:
andy warhol (american 1928-1987)
“25 cats name[d] sam”
the complete set of 18 hand-colored offset 
lithographs (including front cover), ink-signed on 
the colophon and numbered 52 (from the edition 
of 190), dedicated to ‘alfred’ on the cover, written 
by charles lisanby, all on laid paper and bound 
with boards (as issued).  
book overall: 9 1/4 x 6 1/8 in. (23.5 x 15.6cm)
[feldman & schellman, iv.52b - 62b]
$50,000-80,000 (£38,150-61,050 + fees) 
© 2018 the andy warhol foundation for the visual arts, 
inc. / licensed by artists rights society (ars), new york



+

modern & contemporary art 
13 november | philadelphia

contact:
dunham townend
dtownend@freemansauction.com 

coloring parties where the artist’s offset 
lithographic books were hand-colored by 
friends and given as gifts. 

Offered for sale in Betty Lou’s collection 
this fall are three group-lots of such prints 
from the “Shoe” book, a group of recipes 
from “Wild Raspberries” and a complete 
and bound copy of the hand-colored book 
“25 Cats Name[d] Sam.” Additionally, two 
ink and watercolor drawings of cats will 
be offered, along with the aforementioned 
drawing and book by Julia Warhola. These 
books, prints and drawings have served 
as intimate reminders of happy memories 
for their original owner for over sixty 
years, and speak to a pivotal moment that 
foreshadows the artist’s style, themes and 
fame that ensued for decades thereafter.

above:
julia warhola
(american, 1892-1972)
“purr...purr...purr 
[cat lying on side]”
signed ‘andy warhols mother’ bottom 
center, ink on paper. 
executed c. 1956.
16 x 20 in. (40.6 x 50.8cm)
$3,o00-5,000 (£2,300-3,800 + fees)
© 2018 the andy warhol foundation for the 
visual arts, inc. / licensed by artists rights 
society (ars), new york

previous spread, top right:
andy warhol (american 1928-
1987)
two prints from “à la recherche 
du shoe perdu”
“beauty is shoe, shoe beauty” 
and “shoe bright, shoe light”
circa 1955, with lettering by julia 
warhola, offset lithographs with 
hand-coloring on wove paper.
sheet (largest): 9 x 12 in. (22.8 x 30.4cm) 
[feldman & schellmann, iv. 71a & 82a]
$2,500-4,000 (£1,900-3,050 + fees)
© 2018 the andy warhol foundation for the 
visual arts, inc. / licensed by artists rights 
society (ars), new york

For four or five years, Betty Lou’s social orbit 
included Andy Warhol, John Ardoin, the composer-
turned-editor and photographer for ‘Musical 
America,’ Theodate Johnson, owner and publisher 
of the magazine and sister of renowned architect 
Philip Johnson, and many others. Betty Lou became 
romantically involved with Ivan Davis, a classical 
pianist who went on to study in Italy on a Fulbright, 
and later toured with the New York Philharmonic 
and many other illustrious orchestras. Betty Lou 
maintained her friendship with Julia Warhola 
during these years, and knowing of their close 
relationship, Warhol gave a copy of his mother’s 
book, “Holy Cats by Andy Warhol’s Mother” 
dedicated  to both “Betty Lou Pie and Ivan Pie.” 
Because of their friendship with Theodate Johnson, 
in 1960, the two were married at Philip Johnson’s 
Glass House in New Canaan, Connecticut. 

This network of artists and musicians were fixtures 
at the now famous Serendipity 3, where Warhol’s 
parties and openings were often photographed 
by John Ardoin. Betty Lou also recalls Andy 
entertaining at Café Nicholson, a southern-style 
restaurant also frequented in those years by 
Harper Lee, Tennessee Williams and Truman 
Capote. Davis attended Warhol’s dinner and 
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freedom to experiment
  charles rennie mackintosh

at the argyle street tea rooms 

by john mackie
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I
n 1898, early in the career of renowned Scottish architect Charles Rennie 
Mackintosh (1868-1928), entrepreneur Catherine Cranston – known simply as 
Miss Cranston – commissioned him to furnish her new rooms at her tearooms 
on Argyle Street, Glasgow. Miss Cranston was to be an important patron for 
the young architect, who came to rely on a relatively small number of patrons 

throughout his career. The commission afforded Mackintosh a new freedom to 
experiment, whilst leading to further projects, including the Ingram Street Tea 
Rooms (1900) and the Willow Tea Rooms (1903)

The work at Argyle Street followed on from his previous work at Miss Cranston’s 
new Buchannan Street Tea Rooms, which had been conceived two years earlier in 
1896, together with designer George Walton. In this new undertaking, however, 
Mackintosh found himself in a role reversal, being fully in charge of the furnishings 
whilst Walton was preoccupied with designing the interiors. 

The furniture Mackintosh designed for these new rooms exhibit a new, more 
robust evolution of his repertoire and established a style for much of his work up 
to 1900. The bold and simple aesthetic of the designs marked him out from his 
contemporaries, and the distinctive furniture he produced were also employed by 
him, for the first time, to define and separate the rooms as designed by Walton. 

These armchairs were designed for the men’s Billiards and Smoking Rooms, 
which occupied the building’s top two floors above the tea and luncheon rooms. 
The tearooms were a haven from the city for both men and women, however the 
Smoking and Billiards Rooms were purely a masculine domain and the design and 
construction of the furniture is a reflection of that fact.
 
Combining English Arts & Crafts and Scottish vernacular design Mackintosh 
produced three types of sturdy and generous seating for these rooms; a prominent 
ladderback armchair, its long, rectangular back rail adorned with ascending 
wooden slats; a cube shaped tub chair, the current example, which was a version 
of this chair without the tall back; and a stool, only seen in the Smoking Room from 
contemporary photographs. All of the furniture was either clear-varnished or dark-
stained and waxed.  
                                                                                                                                         
The construction of the tub chair is traditional but the form anything but. The 
broad panels of sawn timber are stripped of decoration. This solid box shape is 
lightened with curved aprons and subtle detailing under the arms and back. Gently 
curved and moulded timbers to the arms and back and the distinctive tapering 
uprights on the angles demarcate the chair’s compact, box-like composition. These 
details are repeated throughout the rooms, creating a balanced composition of 
expressive lines and simple organic shapes. 

The Argyle Tea Rooms closed in 1920, and much of the furniture was dispersed.  
These  armchairs came into the possession of established Glasgow restauranteur 
William Smith, whose daughter passed them onto the current owner as a gift. The 
robust construction of these chairs has helped them withstand many years of use, 
however it is their beautiful and functional design, anticipating the 20th century 
Modernist ethos, which has stood the test of time.

the smoking and 
billiards rooms 

were purely a 
masculine domain 

and the design and 
construction of 

the furniture is a 
reflection of 

that fact. 

  charles rennie mackintosh

decorative arts:
design since 1860
31 october | edinburgh

contact:
john mackie
john.mackie@lyonandturnbull.com 

above:
charles rennie mackintosh (1868-1928) 
for miss cranston’s argyle street 
tea rooms
oak arm chair with low back, 
designed for the billiards and smoking 
rooms, 1898
62.5cm wide, 83.5cm high, 47cm deep
each: 
£30,000-50,000 ($39,000-65,000) + fees



and what was the first “true” piece that you 
fell in love with?

The first antique piece I bought was an Ibo ancestor figure, it was a 
really monumental piece of sculpture, four feet high. I was immediately 
struck by the scale, the encrustations, the sense of age and poise. 
Before collecting I often used to wonder why such care was given to 
the description of the patina in catalogues. Of course it’s incredibly 
important but it’s only when you’re in the presence of the object that 
you can truly appreciate this. 

The patina isn’t just incidental or the accumulation of age, in most cases 
it was deliberately applied, so we can see it as a fundamental part of the 
story and power of the object. 

I remember taking one piece I was interested in to an expert; he held 
it close to his eyes so as to really inspect the patina for authenticity. 
I asked him how on earth one could tell if it was real or a copy, he 
answered it’s really just years and years of handling literally thousands 
of objects. 

how have you seen the market develop since 
you began collecting?

The major change has been the way the field has increasingly moved into 
the wider art world. Of course we know that Picasso, Epstein et al were 
using these objects as inspiration - but in the past ours had too often 
been an academic rather than artistic appreciation for African art. That 
is all changing now.

Certainly it still has a long way to run but you only have to look at the 
increasing number of African & Oceanic exhibitors at the big fairs and 
its increasing integration into interior design to see it’s reaching a wider 
audience.

With regards to the interior design aspect; you see tribal a lot with that 
mid-century modern style, but it goes with anything frankly. It often 
can be regarded as quite masculine, but often the female forms are 
incredibly graceful and beautiful; Baule and Punu masks in particular 
have been held up as examples of feminine beauty for decades.

with regards to barbican interiors, did you 
develop an initial interest in interior design 
through trying to find a way to make the space 
work for your collection?   

I developed an interest in placing them so it didn’t look as though I 
was displaying a collection. Often if one sees African art in a book it’s a 
shelf laden with pieces, more like a museum. I just feel that they are so 
versatile and dynamic that a little goes a long way, you don’t need to fill 
the place with it for it to have an impact.  

Of course African art is my passion, but it’s about creating a space that 
embraces a client’s unique taste, developing a style that is their own. 
I won’t fall into the trap of creating a space that looks like a boutique 
hotel room, I’d like to think that I can give people an added dimension 
of flair. I like a bit of the unexpected, but not to the extent of style over 
function, I want it to look good but also be liveable. 

todd gordon is a successful jazz 
singer, interior designer and 
collector of classical african 

art. lyon & turnbull will be offering 
a number of pieces from the gordon 
collection in its upcoming african & 
oceanic art auction on the 27 november 
in edinburgh. specialist alex tweedy 
visited todd at his london home to talk 
about his passion for the field.
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discover more about barbican interiors 
at www.barbicaninteriors.co.uk

how did you first become interested in african 
art?

From a relatively young age I used to travel around antique & junk shops 
and I quickly became interested by masks of all kinds. But it was a little 
later in life when I was on a trip to east Africa and came across not just 
masks but figural sculpture and other traditional forms. I returned home 
with a big grip full of pieces! I knew they were contemporary, but at the 
time it didn’t matter, they just spoke to me. A few months passed before I 
came across an article and started to become aware of the “real deal” so to 
speak. Antique objects that had actually been used in the community. It 
was then that I started to buy from international auction houses who were 
holding sales in Paris and New York.

above: Todd Gordon; opposite: The interior of Todd Gordon’s 
London apartment, Sam Roberts Photography
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A COLLECTOR’S EYE
FOR AFRICAN ART

african & oceanic art and antiquities
27 november | edinburgh

contact:
alex tweedy
alex.tweedy@lyonandturnbull.com 



Abdul Latiff Mohidin

above:
abdul latiff mohidin (malaysian, b.1938)
growth i, 1968
signed and dated ‘latiff 1968’
oil on canvas
77.5cm x 77cm (30.5” x 30.25”)

£30,000-50,000 ($39,000-65,000) + fees

"[latiff mohidin] is arguably one of the few 
artists in this region who has turned to the 
natural and cultural domains in the region 
as resources for his art, and in the process 
has developed an iconography which is new, 
and not merely a feeble revival or renovation 
of existing, decaying or dead traditions. in 
this connection, the pago-pago series can be 
claimed to have a significant status in the 
contemporary art of this region ..."

t.k. sabapathy, art historian, curator and critic

abdul latiff mohidin
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by Philip Smith
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Abdul Latiff Mohidin

abdul latiff mohidin

modern made
a new auction of modern design, 
sculpture & art
28 MARCH 2019 | mall galleries, london

contact:
philip smith
philip.smith@lyonandturnbull.com 

In 2016 an ambitious project was launched by the 
National Gallery of Singapore, Reframing Modernism: 
Painting from Southeast Asia, Europe and Beyond, with the 

aim of advocating South East Asian art on a global stage. 
This paid off when Abdul Latiff Mohidin, often considered 
Malaysia’s leading modernist painter and poet, became 
the focus of an exhibition held at the Centre Pompidou, 
Paris in Spring 2018, a rare accolade for a Southeast Asian 
artist.

The focal point of the exhibition was Latiff Mohidin’s Pago 
Pago series, created between 1960 and 1969, which won 
him his first wave of international fame as a significant 
modern artist. Eugene Tan, Director of the National 
Gallery of Singapore explained “The exhibition showcased 
Latiff Mohidin’s art during the 1960s, which was a decade 
that marked such significant shifts both in Southeast Asia 
and Europe. Latiff Mohidin is not only one of Southeast 
Asia’s leading artists, it could be said that he is one of the 
first artists of the region to imagine ‘Southeast Asia’ as a 
distinct aesthetic realm.”

Searing with energy Abdul Latiff Mohidin’s Growth I 
(1968) is a commanding example of the artist’s work from 
the landmark Pago Pago period as he journeyed across 
Europe and Southeast Asia. A real metaphor of cross-
culturalism, “Pago Pago”, derived from an amalgam of 
the word ‘pagoda’ and ‘pagar’, the wooden beams from 
old Malay houses, evoked a consciousness that emerged 
through his travel. It was inspired by the artist’s study of 
tribal arts of the Oceanic region in a German museum 
whilst an art student, which he applied to his imaginings 
of the Southeast Asia region – an internal and external 
navigation of the artist’s worlds – seeking to offer a 
different way of thinking challenging the dominance of 
Western Modernism in the 1960s. 

Earlier stages of the Pago Pago series had focussed 
on a more formal architectonic rigour, but during the 
closing years of 1960s the theme underwent radical 
transformation and the present picture marks one of the 
latter stages in the artist’s evolution in abstract art during 
the period. In Growth I, the series is expanded to include 
landscape elements, leaning towards a more fluid and 
organic dynamism with forceful bold black lines against 
blatent earth colours of reds and yellows, referencing the 
tropical landscape and in it he is trying to make visible the 
mysterious forces and presence of nature.

In a newspaper article written on the artist in the year 
of this painting’s creation it noted: “Abdul Latiff’s main 
interest is in forms or shapes…these forms have a 
character and weight to them that outride his indecisive 

lines, his inspiration is from nature and he believes 
that everything we see and experience affect what we 
create so that there is no real need to plan a painting 
in minute detail before rendering it.” (The Bangkok Post, 
8 September 1968).

Growth I is also significant as a transitional work 
where he is beginning to challenge the ascending 
vertical thrust of his previous works. In this work 
the vertical dominance is more muted and he gives 
more significance to the horizontal axis which would 
become a dominant theme in the last works of the 
Pago Pago series. The rarity of this late work in this 
formative series cannot be denied, especially when 
taking into consideration that from the early 1970s 
Latiff Mohidin forwent painting for quite some time 
to focus on his literary practice. It would be a number 
of years later until he embarked on his next artistic 
practice, the Gelombang series.  

abdul latiff’s main interest 
is in forms or shapes … these 

forms have a character 
and weight to them that 

outride his indecisive lines, 
his inspiration is from 
nature and he believes 

that everything we see and 
experience affect what we 
create so that there is no 

real need to plan a painting 
in minute detail before 

rendering it.

by Philip Smith
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a  v i b r a n t 
s p a c e

The Contemporary  Stud io  Ceramics  Market 

“few slices of the art market have 
changed as radically, or, surprisingly, 
have been taken more seriously, in the 

past few years as the ever-so-sleepy 
ceramics and glass sector.“

- leslie ferrin

modern made: a new auction of modern 
art & design, featuring studio ceramics
28 march 2019 | mall galleries, london

contact:
philip smith
philip.smith@lyonandturnbull.com 

design
10 december | philadelphia

contact:
tim andreadis
tandreadis@freemansauction.com 

by Philip Smith 
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I
n December 2016, the record for a piece by the doyenne 
of British studio ceramics Lucie Rie, was broken for the 
forth time in just two years. A flared footed porcelain 
bowl, with matt white glaze and concentric inlaid blue 

lines repeated inside and out, dating from 1978 made an 
astounding $212,000 (£173,000) against a pre-sale estimate 
of $40,000-60,000.

This price surpassed the previous record when another conical 
form bowl made £85,000 ($110,500) in London just a few 
months earlier. This record attracted national attention in the 
tabloid press and on ITV news – but who could have imagined 
this level of attention 10 or even 5 years ago. Similar, and 
some would say better, examples were only making £5,000 
to £10,000 at this stage and this rising market is not simply 
linked to the likes of Rie and her compatriot Hans Coper, 
but has reflected a marked move in the prices achieved by 
contemporary ceramicists living today – Jennifer Lee, Edmund 
De Waal and John Ward all being notable examples whose 
work is now regularly hitting five figure sums at auction. 

Historically studio ceramics were seen as the poor cousin 
to fine art and sculpture, often maligned and side-lined and 
seen as a whimsy of a small but dedicated and knowledgeable 
group of collectors. However, in the last five years a shift has 
taken place both within and outside the ceramics community, 
fed in part by The Great British Pottery Throw Down, the 2015 
opening of the Centre for Ceramic Art in York and the rise in 
pottery courses, which has broadened studio ceramic’s appeal 
to a much wider and more international audience. 

A particularly significant moment was The Turner Prize in 
2003 when Grayson Perry was awarded the top honour for 
his roomful of “troublingly beautiful pots”, an early marker of 
the abandonment of fustian hierarchies that had marginalised 
ceramics. There was a shift in media coverage – proving 
ceramics could be considered a contemporary medium, with 
the tabloids lapping it up and making Perry a collectable 
contemporary artist – not confined as a ceramic artist.

Over the intervening years slowly as terms such as ‘fine 
art’ and ‘craft’ have dissolved, ceramics have entered the 
talons of national thought, through articles in major national 
magazines and newspapers, the way in which high profile 
artists, such as Ai WeiWei, are now engaging with ceramics 
and notable leading art dealers are broadening their stock to 
include contemporary ceramic work. 

The seismic shift in appreciation of this medium is also 
because it is evermore relevant to today’s audience. The 
writer and ceramicist Julian Stair ascribed the genre’s 
contemporary appeal to the fact that “it is a multivalent art 
form, immersed in a social context, and engaging both the 
body and the mind,” something that is particularly chiming 
with a new socially liberal, younger and media-saavy 
audience.  The fashion designer Jonathan Anderson being 
a perfect example,  a leading collector of the contemporary 
ceramic work who, alongside his luxury fashion brand 
Loewe, established the Loewe Craft price in 2016 celebrating 
newness, excellence and artistic merit which in May 
2018 was won by the ceramicist Jennifer Lee. It is an 
acknowledgment how far this medium has come in the last 
few years and how its audience has dramatically changed.

Thus, it is an exciting time to be in the contemporary 
ceramic market - money, the media and social attributes 
have all come together to create a vibrant artistic space for 
the appreciation of this hitherto often side-lined field, and 
the current vibrancy of contemporary ceramics is one of the 
success stories of 21st century arts.  

opposite:
lucie rie
(british 1902-1995)
set of three bowls
largest, h: 8cm diam: 10cm
£3,000-5,000 
($3,900-6,500) + fees
lyon & turnbull, march ‘19

left, front:
lucie rie
(british 1902-1995)
footed bowl, circa 1980
h: 1 1/2, diam: 3 1/2 in.
$2,000-3,000
(£1,550-2,300 + fees)
freeman’s, dec ‘18

left, back:
lucie rie
(british 1902-1995)
conical bowl
H: 8cm, diam: 18.5cm
£3,000-5,000 
($3,900-6,500) + fees
lyon & turnbull, march ‘19

later this season both lyon & 
turnbull and freeman’s will 
present works by some of the most 
sought-after potters in today’s 
market including hans coper, lucie 
rie, ian godfrey, shoji hamada and 
michael cardew, to name a few.

n December 2016, the record for a piece by the doyenne 
of British studio ceramics Lucie Rie, was broken for the 
forth time in just two years. A flared footed porcelain 
bowl, with matt white glaze and concentric inlaid blue 

lines repeated inside and out, dating from 1978 made an 
astounding $212,000 (£173,000) against a pre-sale estimate 

present works by some of the most 
sought-after potters in today’s 
market including hans coper, lucie 
rie, ian godfrey, shoji hamada and 
michael cardew, to name a few.

above:
hans coper
(british 1920-1981)
spherical vessel with disk
h: 3 1/4, diam: 6 1/2 in. 
$4,000-6,000
(£3,050-4,600)
freeman’s, dec ‘18
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Court J



eweler B orn in New York City in 1881, Seaman Schepps created 
an eponymous jewelry house, becoming known as 
“America’s Court Jeweler” for his unique, bold designs, 
worn by the country’s most prominent society families. 

The son of immigrants, his humble beginnings led him to sit outside 
of the boutique of quintessential New York jeweler David Webb and 
sketch drawings for his own designs. Schepps left the Lower East 
Side of Manhattan around the turn of the century, finding work 
as a traveling salesman in Los Angeles and San Francisco. It was 
in California that he opened his first jewelry store, “The Virginia 
Studios,” named for his eldest daughter. 

After returning to New York in 1921 with his wife and two children, 
Schepps opened a store on 6th Avenue, near the storied Algonquin 
Hotel.  He expanded a few years later to a second location, but the 
stock market crash of 1929 forced Schepps to shutter both shops. 
The sudden forced closure lasted five years, during which time he 
refocused his business strategy, and when Schepps reopened in 1934 
at a new location on Madison Avenue, he had developed his own 
exclusive jewelry designs. Favoring bold colors and uncommon 
materials and motifs, the innovative designs that would define his 
style for decades to come—and earn adoration among the wealthy 
and influential—were ahead of their time, and trends. A three-month 
trip to Hong Kong provided Schepps new inspiration for textures 
and styles, including rough branch coral and decorative ivory, as well 
as intricately carved chess pieces, which further helped influence his 
jewelry designs. 

Pieces by Schepps are often oversized and dramatic, created in an 
era when the fashion of the day called for stand-out accessories. 
However, he was more interested in shapes and the rather 
unorthodox mixing of semiprecious colored gemstones, which, while 
not necessarily extremely valuable, were prized by the artisan for the 
whimsical designs they yielded. His creations were typically heavy, 
comprised of natural elements blended with gold, and meant to be 
statement pieces. Schepps quickly found admirers and patrons in 
celebrities and artists such as Katherine Hepburn, Coco Chanel, and 
Andy Warhol, and his designs—often uniquely designed for clients 
seeking one-of-a-kind pieces—landed in the pages of Vogue magazine. 

He was so popular amongst American society royalty, including 
the President Franklin D. Roosevelt, the Mellon and Rockefeller 
families, as well as actual British royalty (the Duchess of Windsor 
was also a client), that he earned the distinction of “America’s 
Court Jeweler.”

Upon his death in 1972, the company was passed to his daughter, 
Patricia Schepps Vaill, who continued her father’s tradition and 
created jewelry solely in his style. The house’s archives include 
5,000 detailed renderings and 650 molds for Schepps' brilliant, 
innovative jewelry designs.

This fall, Freeman’s will offer one dozen pieces by Seaman 
Schepps, all from the collection of a Philadelphia Lady, in the 
06 November sale of Fine Jewelry. Highlights from the collection 
include a Rio design bracelet (estimate: $8,000-12,000, see p. 31) of 
pink tourmaline and citrine, a snuff bottle bracelet (estimate: 
$8,000-12,000) comprised and rock crystal and jade, carved with 
motifs traditionally found on Chinese snuff bottles. A rock 
crystal Chessman bracelet (estimate: $8,000-12,000), with ruby 
and sapphire cabochons, comes with a signed box. “We’re pleased 
to offer such unique and rare examples of Seaman Schepps’ 
designs our Fine Jewelry auction,” said Head of Department 
Virginia Salem, GG. “His work is so special and it’s uncommon to 
have such a selection in a single sale, let alone from the same 
private collection.”

opposite: a rock crystal 
“chessman” bracelet 

seaman schepps
comprised of carved rock crystal 

accented by carved rubies, sapphires and 
emerald cabochons, mounted in eighteen 

karat yellow gold. 
$8,000-12,000 (£6,100-9,150 + fees)

right: a “snuff bottle” bracelet
seaman schepps 

comprised of carved jadeite, carved rock 
crystal, and faceted emeralds, mounted 

in eighteen karat yellow gold.
$8,000-12,000 (£6,100-9,150 + fees)

by Erin Wurzel

fine jewelry
06 november | philadelphia

contact:
virginia salem
vsalem@freemansauction.com 
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he was more interested 
in shapes and the

rather unorthodox 
mixing of semiprecious 

colored gemstones

left: a pair of “cage” 
rock crystal and 

eighteen karat gold 
earrings

seaman schepps
$2,000-3,000

(£1,550-2,300 + fees)
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john duncan fergusson
(scottish 1874-1961)
seated nude
bronze
15cm high 
£10,000-15,000 ($13,000-19,500) + fees
 .



John Duncan Fergusson is acclaimed as a pre-
eminent member of the Scottish Colourists – 
a group of four artists that thrived with their 

shared interest and training in the French art scene. 
It is strange to think that a Scottish Colourist would 
choose a medium so restricted in colour, and he was 
the only of the four to work in three dimensions. 
Nonetheless, the period of 1918-22 saw the peak 
of his sculptural output, in which it can be assumed 
his Seated Nude was made. For Fergusson, sculpture 
presented new, provoking ways to manipulate and 
experiment with the human form, the physicality of his 
sculpture as exciting as the colour in his painted works. 
The form of Seated Nude is suggestive of his concurrent 
fascination with the female figure; the pose is atypical, 
displaying the woman in a stance of meditation. Her 
legs are crossed, her arms are outstretched, and her 
head rigidly faces forward. 

In many ways, the bronze figure resembles icons of 
non-Western art – a field by which he was greatly 
influenced. Recall, perhaps, the ample imagery of 
sitting Buddha statues that can be found throughout 
the Asian continent. Cambodia and India, in particular, 
were of interest to Fergusson whose Celtic roots, he 
believed, were shared with these peoples. His time 
working in Paris, Edinburgh and London introduced 
him to museum collections of objects from foreign 
lands, and his highly intellectual approach to art 
certainly expanded his world view.

Despite the noticeably continental influence on his 
work, there still remained this ‘Celtic Spirit’ which he 
so passionately championed; his newfound interest 
in sculpture could be likened to the masonry carving 
of the Celts, his Seated Nude suggestive of a certain 
primitivism in its figure and material. During the 
First World War, Fergusson spent time in Edinburgh 
directly carving in stone, following attempts in 
terracotta and clay throughout his stay in Antibes.

Fergusson was producing sculpture alongside his 
modernist contemporaries working in Paris, such as 
Jacob Epstein and Constantin Brancusi who were all 
aligned in their similar choice of material and subject. 
Nonetheless, judged against concurrent work being 
produced in Britain, Fergusson’s sculptural practice 
was highly unique in its investigation and rendering 
of the human form. His Seated Nude demonstrates an 
assured concoction of influences, cultures, and his 
intellectual outlook on art. It is one of a few pointedly 
under-appreciated, yet fundamental, sculptures from 
an artist whose work helped shape 20th century 
Modernism.

                      form  &  
movement

with a career flourishing 
throughout the early 20th 

century, john duncan fergusson 
established himself as a prolific 

and universally recognised 
painter. his sculptural portfolio, 

however, presents a greater 
mystery, for which significantly 

less information exists. lyon 
& turnbull is, therefore, 

delighted to offer his previously 
uncatalogued seated nude for 

auction this december.

by carlos finlay 

 the sculptural work of j.d. fergusson

scottish paintings & sculpture
06 december | edinburgh

contact:
nick curnow
nick.curnow@lyonandturnbull.com
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An Eye 
for Design

following the success of the 

‘textiles as art’ sale in february 2017,

Paul Reeves and lyon & turnbull
are pleased to collaborate again in 

2019 on Paul Reeves: An Eye 
For Design, an auction of pieces

from paul’s collection including 
furniture, metalwork, lighting 

 and more.  

john mackie, specialist in decorative 
arts & design, visited paul at his 

home in the cotswolds to find out 
more about his collecting life.

paul reeves: an eye for design
14 february 2019  | edinburgh

contact:
john mackie

john.mackie@lyonandturnbull.com
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An Eye 
for Design

What led you to become a dealer?
I actually fought against being a dealer for a long time. I was a clothes designer in the 
1960s and early 70s and subsequently a successful interior designer. I thought dealing 
wasn't creative enough but eventually came to accept and embrace that, if passionate, 
one can be creative in whatever you do.

Did you decide to specialize in British design because it is what you collected?
Early on I also collected Art Nouveau and Deco, but by the time I was in my mid-20s 
I had honed my collection and nearly all of it was British from the mid nineteenth 
century onwards.

So do you think that your taste has changed over the years?
Yes. The key interest is still core but I’m now more appreciative of a wider range 
of things. I’m interested in the source material and the culture it came from.  I was 
recently in Glasgow visiting a Charles Rennie Mackintosh exhibition and of course I 
love Mackintosh, but my favourite thing in there was actually a Japanese textile wall 
hanging which had been given to Glasgow museums in 1878. It was salmon swimming 
up a waterfall. The salmon, which were not wholly shown were represented as 
movement and I thought it was the most stunning piece of art.

So with Japanese sources in mind is it true that E.W. Godwin is your 
favourite designer?
Yes, although his influences extend beyond the east. When most people think of him 
it is probably for his Anglo-Japanese designs for furniture including his justly admired 
sideboard. However in the 1860s he was a champion of the Gothic Revival architecture 
and furniture, with his great friend William Burges. He also designed in the Old English 
style. He was very eclectic and I think that's why I really appreciate him. He was 
an architect foremost, a furniture and textile designer, he did theatre design, he did 
costumes. He was a real polymath, if that's the correct word. 

You do seem to collect widely – how would you describe your taste? 
Definitely also eclectic, although obviously with a bias to British design of the last two 
centuries. If something appeals I will buy it, regardless of its supposed pedigree.  As I 
get older, I find it increasingly frustrating that people buy by name and not by look. Just 
because something is by a particular artist or designer in my view doesn't make it good 
in itself. I think you have to look at an object or work of art first.  I respect collectors 
who do that.  

Textiles, have been a lifelong interest of yours - can you explain what it is 
specifically about textiles that resonates with you as a collector? 
Textiles are something we all use every day and most people aren't really aware of 
them. I think the variation of designs and again the sources are so varied that is hard 
to get bored with them. Then there are the techniques themselves, a wonderful weave 
or print or whatever - it's really a limitless area to be interested in. 

Do you think you've developed an eye or do you think you're born with it - 
you're known for your ‘eye’?
I actually believe you're born with it. I think it can then be encouraged and as you go 
through life you nurture it. I'm slightly fatalistic, but not ridiculously so. I think you're 
presented with the cards and how you play them is up to you.

I think it will be interesting for people to know what motivates you.
What motivates me is certainly not money, and that's not being glib. I like the fact 
that money can buy you a certain amount of freedom, but money has never been my 
guiding force. A major part is the thrill of the chase! I think to be an antique or art 
dealer is to lead a rather charmed life and I wouldn't have swapped it for anything. 

Why are you doing this sale?
I am aware that over my lifetime I have collected a lot of interesting things, which 
should be shown and shared.  I really enjoy working with Lyon & Turnbull and the 
textile auction we held two years ago was very successful. It requires discipline to put 
together a themed auction, and I enjoy having to focus. We will also be presenting 
unusual pieces and showing them in a new context. 
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On 09 December, Freeman’s will 
offer a fine group of approximately 

twenty American artworks from the 
collection of Richard Mellon Scaife 

(1932-2014), heir to the Mellon 
banking fortune, noted 

philanthropist, publisher, benefactor 
of the arts, and political activist. he 

sale of works from the Scaife 
Collection, will be included within 

the seasonal American Art & 
Pennsylvania Impressionists auction.

on man and nature
Works from the Collection of Richard M. Scaife

albert bierstadt
(american 1830-190s)
“autumn landscape”

signed with conjoined letters ‘abierstadt’ 
bottom left, oil on paper laid down to masonite 

14 x 18 7/8 in. (35.6 x 47.9cm)
$40,000-60,000

(£30,500-45,750 + fees)

 .

:
george inness

(american 1825-1894)
“siasconset beach” 

signed and dated ‘g. inness 1883’ 
bottom right, oil on canvas 

18 x 26 in. (45.7 x 66cm)
$20,000-30,000

(£15,250-22,900 + fees)

opposite, top to bottom:
 jasper francis cropsey

(american 1823-1900)
“waverly newton, long island”

signed and dated ‘j.f. cropsey/1852’ 
bottom center, oil on board

11 7/8 x 18 7/8 in. (30.2 x 47.9cm)
$50,000-80,000

(£38,150-61,050 + fees)

ernest lawson
(american 1873-1939)

“pink house by a pond”
signed illegibly bottom left, 

oil on canvas 
16 1/8 x 20 1/8 in. (41 x 51.1cm)

$15,000-25,000
(£11,450-19,050 + fees)
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The sale will feature an impressive group of early 19th 
century landscapes, including several oils from the Hudson 
River School of Painters. Among them is Jasper Cropsey’s 
(1823-1900) “Waverly Newton, Long Island,” a captivating 

oil which features all of the hallmarks of Cropsey's best works -- a 
crystalline lake, a verdant hill in the background, and an infinite 
sky. The undisputed beauty and endless variety of North America’s 
landscapes inspired Cropsey to closely observe, explore, and make 
sketches of sites and locales. Here, the artist captures a glowing sailboat 
gently approaching a pavilion, set among an impressive forest, in 
which trees are depicted in a great symphony of colors. The clouded 
sky is tinted with a soft pink, indicating the warm glow of the setting 
sun. The building in the background is in fact “Waverly”, the Remsen 
and Strong family homestead at Flushing Bay, Newtown, Long Island. 
The Frick Library has a photograph of another painting of this same 
subject, this time depicted on a calm day. It shows the same house and 
wharf, as well as the sailing vessel at its mooring. It is signed and dated 
on a piece of wood floating in the lower left.

Other highlights include Albert Bierstadt’s (1830-1902) “Autumn 
Landscape,” the artist’s signature subject, which he renders here in 
a dazzling palette of reds, greens, browns and yellows. Additionally, 
George Inness’s (1825-1894) “Siasconset Beach” will be featured. The 
artist, along with William Trost Richards (1833-1905) and Eastman 
Johnson (1824-1906), was among the first to portray Nantucket’s lush 
natural settings and alluring seascapes. The American landscapist first 
visited Nantucket in 1879, and returned on several occasions, including 
in 1883 – the year our work was executed. In the 1870s and 1880s, his 
style had evolved from a more traditional practice, often associated 
with the crisp realism of the Hudson River School, to an increasingly 
visionary and almost mystical representation of the natural world. 
Here, the artist captures the beauty of a Nantucket sunset, on the 
island’s south shore, while an anonymous figure starts up a bonfire on 
the beach. His use of light and atmospheric expression brings deeper 
spiritual meaning to his composition, awakening emotion within the 
spectator. Finally, the sale also features the very Impressionistic “Pink 
House by a Pond” by Ernest Lawson (1873-1939), which brilliantly 
captures the effects of light and shadows on a small path leading up to 
a bright blue lake in the distance.

Richard Mellon Scaife (1932-2014), owner of the Trib Total Media 
publishing company and other media properties, was a dedicated 
philanthropist and preservationist. Collecting fine art was his other 
passion. Scaife began to amass a major collection of largely American 
paintings with the influence of his mother, Sarah, ultimately leading to 
the creation of the Sarah Scaife Galleries in 1974, a part of the Carnegie 
Museums of Pittsburgh. He later donated a commissioned Andy Warhol 
portrait of Andrew Carnegie to the Carnegie Museum and a rare John 
James Audubon painting to the National Gallery of Art. Scaife donated 
more art to Pennsylvania’s The Westmoreland Museum of American 
Art in Greensburg and to the Brandywine River Museum of Art in 
Chadds Ford than to any other institutions, because for him, they had 
“great collections and excellent staffs.” 

on man and nature
Works from the Collection of Richard M. Scaife

american art & pennsylvania 
impressionsts 

09 december | philadelphia

contact:
alasdair nichol 

  anichol@freemansauctionauction.com



In Human Form
antiquities from the collection of jeff hunter
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A fixture in New York and Hollywood for more than four decades, 
Jeff Hunter (1926-2018) was a founding partner of Triad Artists 

before becoming the SVP of Motion Picture Talent at William 
Morris Endeavor, where he represented some of the biggest 

names in the business. Among his roster of clients were actors 
Marlene Dietrich, Montgomery Clift, Barbra Streisand, Whoopi 

Goldberg. Hunter was responsible for discovering Kevin Kline and 
Morgan Freeman; he remained Freeman’s agent for more than 40 

years. Born in New York in 1926, Hunter briefly studied to become 
a doctor before taking a job as a copy editor at a talent agency. 

The rest, as they say, is history. Hunter died in January at the age 
of 91.

The Jeff Hunter Collection represents a remarkable lifetime 
collecting ancient art. There is a spread across the millennia 
and across continents, but a constant theme is an interest in 

the human form, whether Greek idealism, the implied shapes of 
an ancient Anatolian idol, or the transformative qualities of an 

African Hemba mask. A particular highlight amongst many is the 
1st century A.D. Roman depiction of the spinaro, that of the nude 

youth about to pull a thorn from his foot. Sensitively rendered, 
the piece is a stunning depiction of the body in complex motion. 

Hunter bought from high quality sources and the emergence of his 
collection represents an exciting moment for the market. 
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A fixture in New York and Hollywood for more than four decades, Jeff 
Hunter (1926-2018) was a founding partner of Triad Artists before 

becoming the SVP of Motion Picture Talent at William Morris Endeavor, 
where he represented some of the biggest names in the business. Casting 

Director Bonnie Timmermann, in an interview for Deadline Hollywood, 
remarked, “He [Jeff] gave everything to his clients and fought firecely for 

each of them. That was his life.” Among his roster of renowned clients 
were actors Marlene Dietrich, Montgomery Clift, Barbara Streisand, and 

Whoopi Goldberg. Hunter was responsible for discovering Kevin Kline and 
Morgan Freeman; he remained Freeman’s agent for more than 40 years. 

Born in New York in 1926, Hunter briefly studied to become a doctor 
before taking a job as a copy editor at a talent agency. The rest, as they 

say, is history. Hunter died in January at the age of 91.

The Jeff Hunter Collection represents a remarkable lifetime collecting 
ancient art. There is a spread across the millennia and across continents, 

but a constant theme is an interest in the human form, whether Greek 
idealism, the implied shapes of an ancient Anatolian idol, or the 

transformative qualities of an African Hemba mask. A particular highlight 
amongst many is the 1st century A.D. Roman depiction of the spinaro, that 
of the nude youth about to pull a thorn from his foot. Sensitively rendered, 

the piece is a stunning depiction of the body in complex motion. Hunter 
bought from high quality sources and the emergence of his collection 

represents an exciting moment for the market. 

antiquities & tribal art
13 march 2019 | philadelphia

contact:
grace fitts
gfitts@freemansauction.com 

In March, Freeman’s 
will hold their first 
Antiquities & Tribal 
Art auction, anchored 
by close to three 
dozen pieces from The 
Collection of Jeff Hunter.

opposite: roman marble 
torso of the “spinaro”

1st century ad 
$30,000-50,000

( £22,900 - 38,150 + fees)

left: a selection of 
antiquities from the 

collection of 
jeff hunter.

estimates vary

“He was a man, take him for all in all, I shall not 
look upon his like again.”

william shakespeare, hamlet
as inscribed on jeff hunter’s 

grave stone monument 
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the rapid spread of christianity in the first 
centuries after the life of Christ saw the rise in 
in the iconography of early Christian figures 
for veneration and worship. This tradition 
continued to develop over time, particularly 
in the emerging Eastern churches, and as the 
religion took hold and its reach widened, the 
imagery became increasingly standardized. While 
subjects cosisted of representations of Christ, 
Mary, the archangels, and saints, others taken 
from the holy scriptures and the history of the 
early Church were often used. In a time when the 
majority of believers were illiterate, the painted 
icon became a powerful tool for spreading the 
teachings of the Church. Used for private as well 
as pubic worship, painted icons could be included 
in chapels for individual adoration, or grouped in 
large achitectural displays called iconostasis, which 
separated the nave from the sanctuary. 

Saint Nicholas was an early Archbishop of Myra 
in Lycia during the 4th century, in what is now 
present-day Turkey. Although the cult of Saint 
Nicholas was established by the 6th century, much 
of the factual records of his life are circumspect, 
relying mainly on a biography written in the 9th 
century, nearly five hundred years after his death. 
Many miracles are attributed to his intercession, 
and he became known as Nicholas the 
Wonderworker. His popularity grew to make him 
one of the most recognizable of the early saints, 
especially in the Eastern Christian churches. He 
is the patron saint of sailors, children, fishermen, 
merchants, brewers, pawnbrokers, and the falsely 
accused, and in modern western Christmas 
celebrations Saint Nicholas has transmogrified 
into Santa Claus or Saint Nick, based most 
likely on the legend of the three bags of gold he 
donated anonymously as dowries for three poor 
young women to save them from degradation.

This large icon of Saint Nicholas is a known as 
a vita, including a portrait of the saint as well 
as important scenes from his life. In this fine 
example, Nicholas is depicted in the central 
panel half-length, looking straight-on with 
his chacteristic white beard and wearing his 
bishop’s omophorion. He holds an open gospel 
in his left hand, his right hand raised in blessing. 
The dominant image is enclosed by a border 
comprising eighteen hagiographical scenes from 
his life, chronicling his birth, priesthood and 
investiture as bishop, miracles, and death. It was 
painted on a wood panel in the 16th century in 
Russia, and is attributed to the Tver school of 
painters, whose simple compositional directness 
and fine white highlights emphasizing the 
features are characteristic of the style.

above:
large vita icon of saint nicholas

16th century, central russia 
99cm high, 81cm wide

£15,000-20,000 ($19,500-26,000) + fees

i g u r e  o f  a d o r a t i o n

art of a group of icons 
brought to sale from a private 

collection, the vita icon of 
saint nicholas is a highlight to 
be offered in lyon & turnbull’s 

forthcoming five centuries: 
furniture, works of art & 

paintings from 1600 auction and 
a compelling example of this 

traditional art form. 

SAINT NICHOLAS THE WONDERWORKER

P

five centuries:
furniture, works of art & paintings  
from 1600
14 november | edinburgh

contact:
douglas girton
douglas.girton@lyonandturnbull.com

F
by douglas girton
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above, right:
elioth gruner

(australian 1882-1939)
the silver light of

summer morn
signed, oil on canvas

40cm x 50cm (16 x 18 in.)
£20,000-30,000

($26,000-39,000) + fees

FURNITURE, WORKS OF ART 
& PAINTINGS FROM 1600

Please contact Lyon & Turnbull’s experienced team of 

specialists who will be delighted to discuss valuation 

and consignment opportunities.

Douglas Girton (works of art)  +44 (0) 131 557 8844 

douglas.girton@lyonandturnbull.com 

Nick Curnow (paintings)  +44 (0) 131 557 8844 

nick.curnow@lyonandturnbull.com

AUCTION 14 NOV 
EDINBURGH

Lyon & Turnbull’s new series of auctions will span 

all disciplines and include fine quality paintings, 

furniture and works of art. The sale will also encompass 

specialist collecting areas such as 

clocks, bronzes, ceramics & glass since 1600

Including your paintings and works of art in the 

‘Five Centuries’ sale will ensure they are presented 

together in an elegant aesthetic, to a wide range of 

enthusiastic and discerning collectors.



F I V E  C E N T U R I E S

Gruner moved to Australia at a young age, and in 1901 
began selling paintings to Sydney’s Society of Artists, 
where his work gradually gained traction. It was not until 

1923, however, that Gruner garnered much of his inspiration from 
his travels across Europe, where pioneers of European Modernism 
conjured a rethinking of his artistic technique. The paintings 
of Cézanne introduced him to a high-key palette, whilst those 
of Gauguin revealed the beauty of expressive brushstrokes and 
simplified forms. Upon his return to Australia, Gruner’s repertoire 
developed in accordance with his European counterparts – a 
simplification of subject matter, an increased attention to pattern, 
and a freer, wider sweep of the brush set him apart from his 
Australian equals.

The Silver Light of Summer Morn is a fine example of Gruner’s 
dedication to plein-air painting, in which we’re presented with 
his new, excited and liberal working of the brush. A vast turquoise 
sky extends across most of the composition, subsuming a mellow 
swathe of sand, and a delicate slither of seawater disappears into 
the bright horizon. Rougher topology in the distance smoothly 
tapers down to a low vanishing point, convening with the lighter 
tones of the water’s surface. We are not, however, the only admirers 
of this placid view. To the bottom right two women regard the 
calm waters with their backs to the viewer, one leisurely reclining 
beneath a pink parasol, the other standing. A deckchair endorses 
this site as one frequently revered by visitors, accentuated by more 
distant figures merrily testing the waters of the calm Pacific Ocean. 

Nonetheless, we’re still drawn to the sprawling sky that dwarfs all 
the participants in this blissful scene – Gruner’s affirmation of the 
landscape as the most important facet of this masterful work. The 

one of the later figureheads pertaining to 
the australian impressionist movement, 
new zealand-born artist elioth gruner 

(1882-1939) is distinguished as one of the 
country’s most innovative and poetic 

painters of light, whose work captured 
the imagination of many throughout the 

early 20th century. this november, lyon & 
turnbull is delighted to present 

the silver light of summer morn as an 
assertion of gruner’s artistic prominence, 

and a landmark of his evolving career.

atmosphere is palpable; long shadows allude to the early time of day 
– a raw light often favoured by Gruner. The painting evokes a certain
ephemerality, as if the tide will soon rise, consuming the lowly swathe
of sand; the seated woman will surely raise and fold her parasol,
continuing with the nearby figure for an amble along the beach. The
solitary deckchair will not remain on the sand forever, and the light
will change as the day progresses.

It is this refreshing simplicity of elements – an impression of a 
calm Pacific morning – which marked Elioth Gruner as an artist of 
distinguished skill, worthy of receiving the Wynne Prize seven times 
across three decades of painting. The Silver Light of Summer Morn is 
a demonstration of nostalgia, and a celebration of local beauty. It 
references the theory of artist Max Meldrum who proposed tone 
as the most important element of any painting. Most importantly, 
however, is that Gruner painted the unpaintable: the element of light 
itself.

elioth gruner’s the silver light of summer morn | 
HITTING A HIGH NOTE

five centuries:
furniture, works of art 
& paintings from 1600
14 november | edinburgh

contact:
nick curnow
nick.curnow@lyonandturnbull.com
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b y  C a r l o s  F i n l ay



A Bucks County Life
t h e  co l l ect i o n  o f  b o n n i e  o ’b oy l e

on 10 december, freeman’s will 
have the privilege of bringing 
to auction the collection of 

bonnie o’boyle, a single owner 
sale exhibiting the eclectic taste 

of the local philanthropist 
who surrounded herself with 

pennsylvania art, craft, and 
design in her bucks county home. 
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bonnie was truly a renaissance woman - one who was ahead 
of her time, and whose many passions defined her life. Born in Bristol, 
PA, Bonnie graduated Valedictorian from local boarding school Eden 
Hall in 1963, before attending the University of Pennsylvania, where she 
graduated Magna Cum Laude. An accomplished journalist, she worked 
for more than two decades for various boating publications beginning 
in 1980 as an associate and managing editor. In 1985, she co-founded 
Power & Motoryacht magazine, which held the distinction of being 
the first qualified-circulation consumer publication in the boating 
industry. She defied convention, by becoming the first female editor-in-
chief of a boating magazine while at Power & Motoryacht. Bonnie often 
remembered her time spent with Mr. Malcom Forbes, the well-known 
publisher of the Forbes magazine. He is the one who provided her with 
the words she lived by: “Life is not a dress rehearsal.”

An active member of her beloved Bucks County community, Ms. 
O’Boyle was a generous benefactress, giving her time to several art 
and community organizations, including the James A. Michener Art 
Museum, the Friends of Silver Lake Nature Center, and the Bucks 
County SPCA. She collected across categories that spoke to her deep 
and varied interests, namely nature, animals, and colors. Comprised of 
both impactful and whimsical items, her collection demonstrates her 
artistic and intellectual curiosity. It also serves as a reminder of her 
remarkable personality – warm, adventurous and strong.

Bonnie’s enthusiasm for a diversity 
of life experiences is echoed in the 
tangible compositions she gathered 

around her; vibrant, well-crafted, thought-
provoking, evocative of an era, and 
reflective of a curious mind.”

Lisa Tremper Hanover

“
(Retired) Director/CEO, James A. Michener Art Museum
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The first portion of the sale comprises a group of works by Pennsylvania Impressionists, 
including paintings and drawings by Harry Leith-Ross, Walter Elmer Schofield, 
John Folinsbee and others, many of which Bonnie acquired at Freeman’s. All capture 
the quiescent and bucolic beauty of the region of New Hope, to which Ms. O’Boyle 
was attached. Highlights include two landscapes by William Lathrop and Kenneth 
Nunamaker, both painted “en plein air” and composed of a thickly layered impasto 
with a soft but rich and well-blended palette. While the former is considered the 
Founder of the Pennsylvania Impressionist School and served as a mentor to many of 
the artists who flocked to New Hope, the latter artist was strongly influenced by the 
paintings of Edward Redfield, who took the young artist “under his wing” to teach him 
the principles of light and color. With his dazzling winter scene set along the Delaware 
River, Edward Redfield indeed proves his talent at capturing the changing effects of 
sunlight onto the canvas through his vigorously bold brushwork and rich impasto.  

Other highlights include Rae Sloan Bredin’s “May Day,” a charming spring landscape 
recently exhibited at the James A. Michener museum, which features an elegant group 
of women and their daughters in the shadows of a blooming cherry tree, as well as 
Robert Spencer’s 1931 “Night Life,” which depicts a group of male and female workers 
about to enjoy a night out. Here, Spencer favors subdued tones and employs a bolder 
palette than some of his contemporaries. Spencer was interested in figurative subject-
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matter, but instead of painting familiar individuals, 
he often preferred to depict anonymous members of a 
crowd.

Ms. O’Boyle’s bold taste is also reflected in her 
impressive collection of Modern & Contemporary 
paintings. It contains an array of paintings and 
sculptures by American artists of the 20th century such 
as Louise Nevelson, the pioneer of installation art in 
the 20th century. Ms. O’Boyle owned two of her well-
known wooden sculptures painted in monochromatic 
black, which she acquired from Pace Gallery in New 
York City. Bonnie’s appeal for chromatic expression 
is also mirrored in the work of Op Art artist Richard 
Anuszkiewicz, “Untitled VIII” (illustrated, right), which 
showcases the artist’s concern with the optical changes 
caused by intense colors applied in similar geometric 
shapes. Similarly, Carroll Cloar’s “The Big House in 
Big Flat” and Cristina Vergano’s “Waiting for the Rain”, 
showcase O’Boyle’s ongoing fascination for visual 
experimentation, often of a Surrealist nature, which 
she explored through the two artists’ take on American 
Folklore, Southern landscape and childhood memories. 

opposite, top left:
alan magee
(american b. 1947)
“kleine fuge”
signed ‘alan magee’ upper 
right; also signed and dated 
‘© alan magee/1986’ verso, 
oil on canvas
32 1/4 x 44 1/8 in. (81.9 x 
112.1cm)
$15,000-25,000
(£11,450-19,050 + fees)

opposite, top right:
william langson 
lathrop
(american 1859-1938)
“after the storm”
signed ‘w l lathrop’ 
bottom right, oil on 
canvas
22 x 25 in. (55.9 x 63.5cm)
$10,000-15,000
(£7,650-11,450 + fees)

opposite, bottom left:
robert spencer
(american 1879-1931)
“night life”
signed ‘robert spencer’ bottom 
right, oil on canvas
14 x 12 in. (35.6 x 30.5cm)
$5,000-8,000
(£3,8o0-6,100 + fees)

this page:
interior shot of bonnie’s 
dining room

opposite page, middle:
exterior shot of bonnie’s 
bucks county home
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above: Todd Gordon
 The interior of Todd Gordon’s 

London apartment 
Sam Roberts Photography

below: Todd Gordon
 The interior of Todd Gordon’s 

London apartment 
Sam Roberts Photography

above: Todd Gordon
 The interior of Todd Gordon’s 

London apartment 
Sam Roberts Photography

below: Todd Gordon
 The interior of Todd Gordon’s 

London apartment 
Sam Roberts Photography

The Design section of the sale includes works by preeminent American 
studio woodworkers including Wharton Esherick, George Nakashima, 
Sam Maloof, Arthur Espenet Carpenter, and others. Of note is a fine 
music stand in cherry (a detail of which is pictured above), one of the 
most iconic works by the “Dean of American Craftsmen,” an example 
of which is held by the Metropolitan Museum of Art.  Also worthy 
of mention are the Conoid bench by George Nakashima and the 
Wishbone chair by Arthur Espenet Carpenter, both lauded examples 
of each artist’s prevailing style. A rich selection of high-fired ceramic 
works by the late Benedictine monk, Brother Thomas Bezanson, and 
artist-turned-potter, Toshiko Takaezu add rich texture to the collection 
with porcelain bowls and vases in a dazzling array of expressionistic 
glazes.  The whole of the collection exhibits a strong interest in artistic 
perfection achieved through simplicity in the manipulation of clay and 
wood, with many works having strong connections to the Bucks County 
region and the surrounding Pennsylvania and New Jersey landscapes. 

a bucks county life:
the collection of bonnie o’boyle
10 december | philadelphia

contact:
alasdair nichol
anichol@freemansauction.com 

amy parenti
aparenti@freemansauction.com

Image: Winslow Homer, Eight Bells (detail), 1886, Addison Gallery of 
American Art, Andover. Gift of an anonymous donor. [1930.379]
Photography credit: Addison Gallery of American Art, Phillips Academy, 
Andover, MA / Art Resource, NY

November 17, 2018–
February 17, 2019

brandywine.org/museum
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Andover, MA / Art Resource, NY
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 Significant forthcoming works and collections

african & oceanic art and antiquities 
27 november | edinburgh

contact:
alex tweedy
alex.tweedy@lyonandturnbull.com 

this page and opposite:
siapo mamanu tapa
samoa
pigment on bark cloth (tapa)
150 x 168cm
£3,000-5,000 ($3,900-6,500) + fees
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Noteworthy

oceanic art | rare tapa cloth
A siapo mamanu tapa, this kinetic design is the product of 
hundreds of years of history and tradition on the Pacific island 
of Samoa. It is formed of barkcloth, a paperlike textile made 
from the soft inner bark of the mulberry tree. Prior to Captain 
Cook’s arrival in the South Pacific this was the only fabric is 
existence, used in almost every aspect of daily life; for clothing, 
ceremonial gifts and to wrap prestige objects. This striking 
example was originally a woman’s skirt; it eventually found its 
way into the eclectic collection of Seward Kennedy, it will 
be offered on 27 November at Lyon & Turnbull.

 Significant forthcoming works and collections



Freeman’s is honored to present a selection of works from the “Ode to Joy” 
Collection of Russian and Soviet Porcelain.  This private, Connecticut-based 
collection is well-known as arguably the finest assemblage of Soviet porcelain 
outside of Russia. Many of the lots have been exhibited at the State Pushkin 
Museum of Fine Arts, Moscow, the Tretyakov Gallery, Moscow, and the 
Hillwood Museum of Washington DC.  Lots 21 to 68 show highlights of  the 
development of Russian porcelain, featuring  works by Natalia Danko, Asta 
Brezhitskaya, Kazimir Ryzhov, and Dmitri Goch.  The work of the Lomonosov 
State Porcelain Factory of Leningrad is well represented here, and several rare 
works from other factories are included. Of exceptional interest are lots 43 
A Soviet porcelain group "On Guard: Boy Directing Border Guards to Spies"  
and lot 47, an Important Soviet porcelain group "Monumental Composition 
In Honour of Stalin's 70th Birthday." Also of interest in the Russian 
section is lot 13, “The Dowager Empress’ Archive.”  This important group 
of photographs from Dowager Empress Maria Feodorovna (1847-1928) were 
preserved by her maid, Mlle Caecilia Grunwald.  The exceptionally rare group 
contains never-before published images of private family photographs of the 
Dowager Empress, and several detailed large format images of the interiors 
of "Hvidøre", the Danish house shared with her sister, Queen Alexandra of 
Great Britain, in which important individual works of fine and decorative art, 
including works by Faberge, are visible and identifiable under magnification.

russian works of art | “ode to 
joy” (Ода к радости)  collection of 

russian and soviet porcelain

british & european furniture & decorative arts 
including silver and russian works of art

16 october | philadelphia

contact:
nicholas b.a. nicholson 

nnicholson@freemansauction.com 

a soviet porcelain group
“border guard”
lomonosov state porcelain 
manufactory, leningrad, 
circa 1955
h: 9 1/4 in. 
$2,000-3,000
(£1,550-2,300 + fees)

american furniture | rare 
chippendale looking glass 

The 1 4  November American Furniture, Folk & Decorative 
Arts auction will feature a rare and impressive Philadelphia- 
made mahogany looking glass retaining the original phoenix 
cartouche. Furniture scholar and conservator, Alan Miller, 
has attributed the carving of the cartouche and side garlands 
to the workshop of the highly–skilled craftsmen, John 
Pollard (1740-1787) and Richard Butts (active 1768-1778). 
Pollard and Butts advertised their partnership in 
Philadelphia at the Sign of the Chinese Shield on Chestnut 
Street in 1773.   Micro-analysis has determined the 
secondary woods of the looking glass to be white pine and 
Atlantic cedar. The mirror descended in the Detwiler Family 
of Lancaster, Pennsylvania to the Collection of the late 
Richard R. and Emily M. Detwiler Uhl of New York and 
Connecticut.

american furniture, folk & decorative arts
14 november | philadelphia

contact:
lynda cain
lcain@freemansauction.com 

rare chippendale carved mahogany 
looking glass
philadelphia, circa 1770 
h: 68 1/2 in. 
$20,000-30,000
(£15,250-22,900 + fees)
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pennsylvania impressionists | fern isabel coppedge

Although born in Decatur, Illinois in 1882, Fern Isabel Coppedge is considered one of the most significant 
female artists of the Pennsylvania Impressionist movement. Today, Coppedge is most well known for her 
bright, warm-hued wintry scenes, which were usually set in Bucks County, along the Delaware River.  The 
present painting depicts Carversville, a village named after its first postmaster, and situated about 45 miles 
north of Philadelphia, in Bucks County. A quaint hamlet, Carversville is currently protected by a Historic 
District Ordinance which prevents its population from growing much larger or being developed with new 
homes or businesses. Pictured in the present painting is the Brook at Carvserville, a site which Fern Coppedge 
painted numerous times, along with Edward Redfield. Here, the artist once again demonstrates her love for 
bold colors. She captures the gentle turquoise flow of the Delaware River, which borders bright habitations 
on the banks; all are covered with blotches of deep yellow and shimmering reds. In the background, one can 
spot the Bridge in Solebury Township, an historic stone arch bridge erected in 1854, which Coppedge treats 
as a mosaic, singling each squared stone with various shades of red and orange. The present painting was 
featured in an important retrospective of the artist’s work at the James A. Michener Museum in 
Doylestown in 1990. A highlight of the 09 December auction of American Art & Pennsylvania 
Impressionists, the work will be offered along three other oils by the artist all coming from a Private 
Collection in Pennsylvania.

american art & pennsylvania impressionists 
09 december | philadelphia

contact:
alasdair nichol
anichol@freemansauction.com 

fern isabel coppedge
(american 1883-1951)
“creek snow bridge” 
(carversville)
signed ‘fern i. coppedge’ bottom 
right, oil on canvas
38 1/8 x 40 1/8 in. (96.8 x 101.9cm)
$100,000-150,000
(£76,250-114,000 + fees)



Since they met in 1969, collecting was 
central to the relationship of William B. 
Carmichael, III and his late partner Ronald 
S. Pelsinger. “We went to every antique 
and modernism show we could get to in 
California,” recounts Bill Carmichael. With 
a strong interest in international Art Deco, 
modernism, and contemporary craft, they 
filled two large homes. One, a William 
Wurster-designed house on Telegraph Hill 
in San Francisco, was the ultimate showcase 
for their beloved collection including glass 
by Jean Luce, silver by Jean Puiforcat, and 
American ceramics by Peter Voulkos, Ken 
Price and Robert Arneson.  

design | the carmichael/
pelsinger collection

design
10 december | philadelphia

contact:
tim andreadis
tandreadis@freemansauction.com 

The diamond Rivière necklace is one of the purest styles in jewelry. Popular 
since the mid-eighteenth century, and named after a ‘river of diamonds,’ this 
necklace showcases the gemstones,  allowing them to be featured first and 
foremost. Comprised of over 120 prong-set round brilliant-cut diamonds, 
slightly graduating in size from 1.12 carat to 1.65 carats, alternating with straight 
baguettes, completed by old-mine cut diamond back chain, and estimated to 
weigh 25.00 carats. This diamond necklace is further enhanced by a suspended, 
removable diamond pendant featuring a round brilliant-cut diamond weighing 
4.07 carats, H color VVS2 clarity, to be sold separately. 

fine jewelry | diamonds from a 
princeton, new jersey lady 

 | the carmichael/

fine jewelry
06 november | philadelphia

contact:
virginia salem

vsalem@freemansauction.com 

a diamond 
rivière necklace

comprised of a graduating 
line of round brilliant-

cut diamonds alternating 
with straight baguettes, 

centering a 1.65 carat round 
brilliant-cut diamond, h 

color, vs1 clarity; estimated 
total diamond weight: 

25.00 carats.
$45,000-65,000

(£34,300-49,550  + fees)

jean luce
(french 1895-1964)
gold-overlaid glass vases
largest: h: 7 1/2, dia: 5 1/8 in.
to be offered separately. 
left: $3,000-5,000 (£2,300-3,800 + fees) 
right: $4,000-6,000 (£3,050-4,600 + fees)

a diamond pendant
suspending a modern round 
brilliant-cut diamond 
weighing 4.07 carats, 
h color, vvs2 clarity.
$70,000-90,000
(£53,400-65,650 + fees)



rowling, joanne k.
the tales of beedle the bard
london: children’s high level group, 2008
£4,000-6,000 ($5,200-7,800) + fees 

‘You’ve  never  heard  of  The  Tales  of  Beedle  the  Bard?’  
said  Ron  incredulously.  ‘You’re  kidding,  right?’  “  -  the  
aghast  tones  of  Ron  Weasley  upon  discovering  his  friend,  
Hermione  Granger  (born  to  Muggle  [non-wizarding]  
parents)  had  never  read  the  wizarding  world’s  most  
famous  fairy  tales.  J.K.  Rowling  subsequently  wrote  The  
Tales  of  Beedle  the  Bard,  producing  a  deluxe  copy  of  the  
work  in  aid  of  the  charity  Children’s  High  Level  Group  
(now  Lumos).  100  signed,  numbered  copies  of  this  work  
were  randomly  distributed  to  buyers  on Amazon.com, 
who  were  surprised  to  receive  a  special  copy  of  the  
book  in  the  post.  This  special  volume,  to  be  offered  
in  Lyon  &  Turnbull’s  Rare  Books,  Manuscripts,  Maps  &  
Photographs  auction  on  02  October  in  Edinburgh,  is  an  
out-of-series  copy,  specially  signed  by  Rowling.

rare books | the tales of 
beedle the bard

rare books, manuscripts, maps 
& photographs
31 january 2019 | edinburgh

contact:
simon vickers
simon.vickers@lyonandturnbull.com 
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american art | n.c. wyeth 

american art & pennsylvania impressionists 
09 december | philadelphia

contact:
alasdair nichol
anichol@freemansauction.com 

winter auction highlights exhibition
23-24 october | yale club, new york city
by appointment only

Considered one of America’s greatest illustrators, Newell 
Convers Wyeth garnered considerable acclaim for his 
work with the publishing company Charles Scribner’s Sons, 
particularly for his compelling illustrations of Robert Louis 
Stevenson’s Treasure Island in 1911.
 
This winter, Freeman’s will present “Back and Forth It We 
Went, Twisting, Straining, Holding our Strength, Each 
Striving to Break the Grip of the Other’s Fingers on his Wrist. 
I Felt his Breath Upon my Face, Saw his Cold Eyes Like Blue 
Fire Burning Me,” a quintessential work by the artist which 
Wyeth executed in 1914, at the height of the period known 
today as the Golden Age of Illustration.
 
The present piece brilliantly demonstrates N.C. Wyeth's 
talent for narrative and composition. Here, the artist 
captures a dramatic knife fight as two men are vigorously 
trying to stab each other. Both figures are represented 
as two straining bodies, full of tension and anger, both 
incapable of garnering the advantage. Together, they form a 
distinct mass which occupies the center of the composition. 
Yet, each figure acts as a unique character, with the body 
position and facial features carefully thought out and 
incredibly presented. In the background, two female figures 
act as a silent, yet horrified, audience. Their expressions, 
both very well detailed, create a thoroughly engaging scene 
that fuels the viewer's imagination. Here, Wyeth employs 
a low-keyed palette of muted whites, blues and greys, 
which gives a timeless appeal to the painting. His specific 
use of light, highlighting some areas and shadowing others, 
ultimately heightens the drama and contributes to the 
theatrical nature of the scene.
 
The painting is an illustration for Vingie E. Roe’s “The Virtue 
of Niels Hansen”, a short-story published in Colliers Weekly 
in May 1915. The story relates the rivalry between Niels 
Hansen, “trapper from the lower post of De Brisac on the 
Saskatchewan” and Jean Le Blanc, “best trapper in the North 
Woods, from the lower forts of civilization to the Qu’Appelle.” 
After discovering Hansen’s infidelity, Le Blanc confronts him 
in front of his wife, Elsa Braun, and his mistress, Fawn Eyes. 
The confrontation leads to a fight for the women’s honor. As 
the narrator recalls: “That struggle should have had a ring of 
witnesses deep as the forest about. I [had] seen men fight 
for love and for gold and for all the things that men fight for, 
but never [had] I seen its like.”
 

which of the two trappers will have the 
upper hand?

 answer on 09 december …

 



newell convers wyeth
(american 1882-1945)
“back and forth across it we went, twisting, 
straining, holding our strength, each striving to 
break the grip of the other’s fingers on his wrist. i 
felt his breath upon my face, saw his cold eyes like 
blue fire burning me” (detail)
executed in 1914.
signed ‘n.c. wyeth’ upper left, oil on canvas
30 1/4 x 40 1/4 in. (76.8 x 102.2 cm)
$400,000 - 600,000
(£305,100-457,600 + fees)
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Lyon & Turnbull is delighted to offer a rare pair of portrait miniatures 
on ivory by the studio of Yee Cheong. Also known as Yi-chung, Yee 
Chun and Ye Chung, Yee Cheong operated a photography and painting 
studio in Shanghai, Hong Kong and Fujian from the 1860s to the 1890s. 
He was among the first Chinese painters to make use of photography, 
introduced to China by Western diplomats and missionaries. The 
striking realism of these two portraits suggests that they were each 
copied from a daguerreotype. Contained in original fitted boxes with 
Yee Cheongís studio label, they are each accompanied by a handwritten 
note explaining in keywords how the composition and colouring was 
carried out.  
burger jerky cupim

two rare portrait 
miniatures on ivory
by yee cheong 
(active in shanghai, 
hong kong and fujian 
about 1860s-1890s)
£3,000-5,000 
($3,900-6,500) + fees 

asian arts | studio of yee cheong

rare books, manuscripts, maps & photographs
31 january 2019 | edinburgh

contact:
simon vickers
simon.vickers@lyonandturnbull.com 

John Bury worked on many different 
aspects of art and architecture, with a 
special interest in the history of Italian, 
Spanish and Portuguese architecture 
and the history of Italian gardens, 
assembling a considerable collection 
of illustrated books from the 15th to 
the 18th century on architecture, guide 
books, books on Roman antiquities and 
books written by visitors to Italy. While 
during his lifetime he gave significant 
parts of his library to King’s College 
Cambridge, Lyon & Turnbull is delighted 
to be able to offer the remaining part in 
its Rare Books, Manuscripts, Maps & 
Photographs auction on January 31, 2019, 
including du Choul, Castramentatione e 
bagni antichi de i Greci e Romani, Venice, 
1558:  Fendt, Monumenta sepulcrorum, 
Wroclaw, 1574; Vitruvius, Dieci libri dell’ 
architettura, Venice, 1629; Parasacchi 
Principali fontane di Roma, Rome 1647, 
Falda, Le fontane delle ville di Frascati et 
di Roma, Rome, 1750; etc.

rare books | books from the library of the late john bernard bury  
(1917-2017) 

fine asian works of art
07 november 2019 | london

contact:
ling zhu

ling.zhu@lyonandturnbull.com 



musical instruments | 
introducing sawyer thomson 

Freeman’s is pleased to welcome Sawyer Thomson as the Lead 
Consulting Specialist for the Musical Instruments department. 
With a background as a professional cellist, he founded Thomson 
Violins, Ltd. in 2016, where he assists musicians and collectors 
across the world with the sale and acquisition of fine instruments 
and bows. He regularly attends violin auctions across Europe, and 
maintains relationships with the field’s leading experts. “Sawyer 
has the keen eye of someone much older,” says Frederick Oster, 
Consulting Specialist and owner of Frederick W. Oster Fine Violins 
in Philadelphia. “He is an up-and-coming star amongst violin 
specialists, and has managed at a young age to have created an 
international network of clients. His enthusiasm for instruments 
and bows is unmatched, and his background as a professional 
cellist is invaluable.” Mr. Thomson will work with Fred Oster and 
the team at Freeman’s to create a dynamic sale for Spring 2019.  
Suitable consignments will be accepted through 15 March 2019.
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musical instruments
spring 2019 | philadelphia

contact:
sawyer thomson

sthomson@freemansauction.com



Continuing 
Mr. du Pont’s Vision  
Carol Cadou on her new role as Executive Director and CEO 
of Delaware’s Winterthur Museum, Garden & Library



In April 2018, the former 
Senior Vice President of 
Historic Preservation and 
Collections at George 
Washington’s Mount Vernon, 
carol cadou , was named 
Executive Director and CEO 
of Winterthur Museum, 
Garden & Library. She spoke 
with Freeman’s President 
Paul Roberts about her new 
role, her own history with 
Winterthur, and continuing 
the legacy established by 
founder Henry Francis 
du Pont nearly 60 years ago.

Winterthur is both a museum and a center for study. How do you 
plan on incorporating both of these aspects into the overall mission 
of Winterthur? 

Winterthur’s top-notch academic programs and research staff will be 
the center of our renewed emphasis on telling compelling stories of 
American history. The research generated by students, staff, and visiting 
scholars will identify important stories unlocked by the objects they 
study, preserve, and conserve. As a team, we will identify the best ways 
to tell these stories in the museum’s period rooms and galleries. I expect 
there will be great excitement on the part of the museum’s visitors as they 
connect with the diverse stories told by Winterthur’s broad collections.

What changes will you make as CEO? What programs will you 
continue to emphasize?

Shortly after assuming my role as CEO, I launched into strategic 
planning with the staff, volunteers, and Board of Trustees. We are 
coalescing around a handful of immediate strategic objectives, and I can 
say with certainty that those will include broadening Winterthur’s reach 
beyond our gates, as well as improving our ability to help virtual and 
on-site visitors connect with Winterthur’s stories, collections, gardens, 
and landscape. I will be concentrating on enhancing Winterthur’s 
digital assets, as well as reinvigorating the public’s understanding of 
Winterthur’s relevance as we capitalize on the institution’s extraordinary 
resources. Our academic, research, library, garden, and exhibition 
programs will be central to our new vision. 

left: Winterthur house and 
conservatory, viewed from 
the March Bank. Courtesy of 
Winterthur.

below: Carol Cadou, Executive 
Director and CEO, Winterthur 
Museum, Garden & Library. 
Courtesy of Winterthur.



“if those purchasing decorative arts  can appreciate the cultural 
significance of the object, then they will want to care for those pieces 

and so will contribute to the preservation of America’s cultural 
resources.  It is critical that Winterthur join other institutions, dealers, 

appraisers, and auction houses in partnering to research and bring to 
the forefront the history and meaning behind the objects we exhibit.”

Carol Cadou, CEO and Executive Director of Winterthur Museum, Garden & Library



What was your experience earning your masters at the 
Winterthur Program in American Material Culture? How will 
that degree affect your leadership at Winterthur now?

I am grateful that as a graduate of Winterthur’s Program in 
American Material Culture, I have an inside view of the institution 
that not all previous directors have enjoyed. The Winterthur 
Program was transformative in my understanding of the early 
American experience, as well as my career. As a graduate of the 
program, I understand both the academic and museum components 
of Winterthur and how closely related they are to one another. My 
understanding of this critical synergy certainly shapes my leadership 
approach and objectives; I hope it will also benefit the staff and 
mission of Winterthur.

How will your experience at other historical sites such as Mount 
Vernon affect your leadership at Winterthur? Do you find many 
similarities between the two organizations? 

My nineteen years at George Washington’s Mount Vernon 
provided me with the opportunity to help with transforming the 
presentation, interpretation, and visitor experience of the home 
of our nation’s first president. I am thrilled by the opportunity 
to bring the lessons learned at Mount Vernon to Winterthur. The 
organizations are similar in many ways beyond the fact that they are 
both the expression of one man’s vision; the house museum, gardens, 
library, educational and preservation initiatives are core elements 
of both institutional missions. Like Mount Vernon, Winterthur is a 
national and international resource for telling American history, for 
educating all generations and demographics about the remarkable 
complexity of our nation’s founding and peoples, and for preserving 
for future generations the objects critical to understanding America.

How do you plan to follow Henry Francis du Pont’s vision for 
Winterthur? 

Henry Francis du Pont said, “The story of Winterthur tells the 
greatest story of our time, the story of the American people.” I plan 
to follow Mr. du Pont’s vision to focus on Winterthur in a holistic 
fashion as the story of the American people. Mr. du Pont left us the 
gardens, collections, agricultural history, and historic buildings to 
reach broad audiences in the appreciation and understanding of the 
individuals, cultures, religions, and communities that produced our 
remarkable country. He has provided us with a road map for the 
future, and I look forward to the journey. 

How does Winterthur plan on moving forward in a more modern 
era? 

Our new strategic plan will focus on the ways in which Winterthur 
needs to adapt to the modern museum visitor, new technology, and 
cutting-edge research. Any healthy museum changes and evolves 
over time, and we are in an era now where museums need to be 
increasingly flexible and experimental as we seek to reach our 
audiences.

What are your plans to continue to engage people, particularly young 
people, in American decorative arts? 

There are many stories told by American decorative arts that have the 
opportunity to resonate with younger audiences. Whether the objects tell 
of the religious freedoms that are core to our country’s founding or the 
immigration story and the blending of cultures and traditions through 
objects, I am eager for Winterthur to engage broad audiences through 
the collections. Winterthur’s rich and extensive library collections are 
similarly poised to excite people of all ages with their relevance to current 
events, ideas, and interests. I also look forward to bringing Winterthur’s 
environmental work to the forefront. Today, we carry on Mr. du Pont’s 
interest in the land and the environment with our commitment to land 
conservation and to the betterment of our water supplies, ponds, and 
streams. It is exciting to think of visitors connecting with this important 
aspect of Winterthur’s work and mission.

Given a palpable decline in public, commercial and even academic 
interest/passion for what now are regarded as the ‘Traditional’ 
Decorative Arts for which Winterthur is internationally famous, 
could it become even more of a natural hub, data-centre for research 
and education actively extending its reach into the commercial 
areas by embracing Dealers, Art Advisors, Appraisers and of course 
Auctioneers. Could embracing these areas open potentially new 
revenue streams for the Institution?

We can’t give up on our ability to connect with the public. If we have 
seen a decline in interest for the “traditional” decorative arts, I believe it’s 
because we haven’t been telling the right stories. Information drives value; 
the more we know about an object, the better it does commercially. If 
those purchasing decorative arts can appreciate the cultural significance of 
the object, then they will want to care for those pieces, and in doing so will 
contribute to the preservation of America’s cultural resources. It is critical 
that Winterthur join other institutions, dealers, appraisers, and auction 
houses in partnering to research and bring to the forefront the history and 
meaning behind the objects we exhibit. Winterthur would be delighted to 
serve as a hub for these partnerships and to convene the field for strategic 
discussions on how to increase the relevance of “traditional” decorative 
arts in today’s museums and commercial marketplaces. 

for more information, visit www.winterthur.org

opposite, clockwise from top left:  
Baltimore Drawing Room, Winterthur 
Museum. Courtesy of Winterthur.

John Trumbull, Washington at 
Verplanck’s Point, 1790. Oil paint on 
canvas. Gift of Henry Francis du Pont 
1964.2201. Courtesy of Winterthur.

View of Dining by Design: Nature 
Displayed on the Dinner Table from 
exhibition entrance. Courtesy of 
Winterthur.
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UNTER

W 
AND THE ANATOMY 
OF THE MODERN MUSEUM

I L L I A M

H
by Mungo Campbell

this page:
allan ramsay (scottish 1713-1784)
william hunter, c. 1764-65
© the hunterian, university of glasgow

opposite, from top:
jean-siméon chardin (french 1699-1779)
a lady taking tea, 1735
© the hunterian, university of glasgow

william hunter  and john hunter
eye of the neel ghaw [nilgai], c. 1768-70
© the hunterian, university of glasgow

george stubbs (british 1724-1806)
the nilgai, 1769
© the hunterian, university of glasgow
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when the royal academy of arts in London was founded in 1768, 
exactly two hundred and fifty years ago, Dr William Hunter (1718–1783) 
became its first professor of anatomy. This autumn, The Hunterian, at the 
University of Glasgow, in collaboration with the Yale Center for British Art 
in New Haven Connecticut, is staging a major exhibition and publication 
to mark another anniversary, the tercentenary of Hunter’s birth. This 
ambitious project will explore the interplay between the arts and sciences in 
the pursuit of knowledge over the course of the eighteenth century, during a 
critical period in the development of many of the institutions that are now 
key cultural components of our modern public infrastructure.

William Hunter and the Anatomy of the Modern Museum will reunite, for the 
first time in almost 150 years, the astonishing collections gathered by Hunter 
at 16 Great Windmill Street, the house, anatomy school and museum he built 
in London during the 1760s. In an age when government rarely involved 
itself in scientific research and education, Hunter’s requesr had one primary 
objective: to ensure that a collection gathered within a private context could 
become a useful public institution.  

Hunter had trained as an anatomist and physician. In turn he acquired 
an international reputation as an anatomy teacher of artists as well as 
doctors. Hunter’s most important medical practice was in obstetrics, 
notably delivering the children of George III and Queen Charlotte. Modern 
knowledge of Hunter is chiefly founded on the thirty-four plates of his 
1774 publication, The Anatomy of the Human Gravid Uterus. Hunter’s own 
education in Scotland had taught him the pedagogic value of empirical 
experience over the written accounts of even the best practitioners. Whether 
undertaking post-mortem investigations, making anatomical preparations to 
preserve and communicate the hard-won knowledge gained in the anatomy 
theatre, or commissioning artists, engravers and sculptors to record key 
stages in a dissection, the processes of inquiry, preservation, systematisation, 
and communicating knowledge through objects, all of them key functions of 
the modern museum, became central to Hunter’s own professional career. 

Hunter’s collection was neither unique nor in any sense was Great 
Windmill Street a ‘public’ museum. Private cabinets of curiosities had 
been a longstanding feature of a successful physician’s working capital, 
however contemporaries singled out Hunter’s for its recognisably modern 
infrastructure of preservation, order and utility for research. William Hunter 
and the Anatomy of the Modern Museum will reveal the astonishing quality and 
breadth of a collection that represented in material form an Enlightenment 
encyclopaedist’s compendium of contemporary knowledge. Alongside the 
books and manuscripts from one of the most important libraries to have 
survived from this period will be seen; anatomy, ethnography and natural 
history collections investigating several branches of ‘the science of man’ and 
his place in the world; an art collection to study historical and contemporary 
techniques for visual communication; numismatic and fossilised animal 
remains prompting questions about eighteenth-century conceptions of time.  

When William Stark’s elegant neoclassical museum building opened in 
the Old College in Glasgow in 1807, it was, to all intents and purposes, 
a recognisable public museum, designed to preserve, display and provide 
access to every element of the collections so deliberately enumerated by 
Hunter in his will. By the time the collection arrived in Glasgow however, 
diverging academic methodologies in teaching and in research across 
the humanities and sciences had overtaken Hunter’s Enlightenment 
understanding of the material infrastructures of education. In 1870, when 
the University moved from Glasgow’s decaying mediaeval High Street to the 
new suburbs of the city’s West End, the rich matrix of knowledge connecting 
Hunter’s library and his other collections was fundamentally severed. 
Reunited briefly in this tercentenary year, the objects through which Hunter 
pursued Enlightenment knowledge can be seen to engage equally with 
many of the concerns addressed through modern curiosity in a twenty-first 
century museum.

‘I give and bequeath all and 
singular my Books printed and 
manuscript, Prints and Books 
of Prints, engraved Copper-
plates, Drawings, Pictures, 
Medals and Coins, Anatomical 

Preparations of every kind, Fossils And Ores, 
Shells, Corals, and other marine productions, 
Birds, Insects and all other preserved animals 
or parts Of animals, dried Plants, Curiosities 
from the South Seas, and whatever can be 
naturally reckoned a part Of my Collection 
of Curiosities, all the cabinets cases and 
apparatus for containing and preserving 
these above articles, Instruments for anatomy 
& surgery, and a chased silver cup which 
was presented to me by the students of 
anatomy.’ 

w i l l i a m  h u n t e r ’s  w i l l ,  c .  1 7 8 1

WILLIAM HUNTER AND THE 
ANATOMY OF THE MODERN MUSEUM

28 September 2018 to 06 January 2019
the hunterian, university of glasgow, uk

14 February 2019 to 20 May 2019
 the yale center for british art, new haven, connecticut, usa

by Mungo Campbell Mungo Campbell is the Deputy Director of The Hunterian, Glasgow
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THE DECORATIVE 

helping the next 
generation of 

scholars carve 
their niche

ARTS TRUST

H
eadquartered in the Philadelphia 
suburbs, The Decorative Arts Trust 
was founded in 1977 and has spent 
more than four decades fostering 
both a national and international 

appreciation of the decorative arts. In 2014, the 
Trust welcomed matthew a. thurlow as 
its Executive Director. Mr. Thurlow previously 
served as Assistant Director of Development 
for Winterthur Museum, Garden & Library, and 
was a Research Associate at the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art.

Freeman’s Vice President and Head of Trusts & 
Estates and Appraisals, Amy Parenti, spoke with 
Mr. Thurlow about the Decorative Arts Trust’s 
mission and its prestigious Emerging Scholars 
Program.



what is the mission of the decorative arts trust? how do 
you achieve these goals?

The mission of the Decorative Arts Trust, a non-profit organization 
with a national membership base, is to promote and foster the 
appreciation and study of the decorative arts by developing 
domestic and international programming; collaborating with 
museums and preservation organizations; and underwriting 
internships, research grants, and scholarships for graduate 
students and young professionals.

what is the emerging scholars program and how is it 
supported?

The program fulfills the third component of our mission and 
includes a variety of grants, scholarships, lectures, and internships 
that further the education and professional development of 
students and aspiring museum professionals. This effort is the 
source of tremendous pride for the Trust. In 2017, we provided 
support to 53 individuals thanks to the generosity of our members 
and a handful of private foundations, whose directed gifts fund 
the program. 

what opportunities are available for the program to grow? 

Based on the high level of demand for all facets of the Emerging 
Scholars Program, we are seeking additional funding to permit 
future growth. For example, we typically receive upwards of 40 
applications for research grants but only have the resources to 
fund 25% of the requests. The Trust aims to enlarge the size of 
our curatorial internship grant, which is currently a one-to-one 
match, thereby increasing accessibility for a broader variety of 
museum partners. We also hope to expand the amount of our 
exhibition and publication grants to assist important projects that 
incorporate the input of young scholars. 

why are these types of programs important for students and 
young professionals? why was this program important for the trust?

The oldest component of our Emerging Scholars Program, a continuing 
education scholarship, was introduced in 1978, a year after the Trust was 
founded. The Trust recognized that the resources available to the talented 
individuals pursuing careers in the field were limited then and remain in short 
supply today. Even prosperous universities and museums may be unable to 
offer funding of this type. We provide access to that essential foot-in-the-door 
continuing education experience or professional development opportunity. 
Our grant and scholarship recipients represent the future of the field.

why is the curatorial internship grant the “crown jewel” 
of the program?

Our two-year curatorial internships represent 40% of the Emerging Scholar 
Program’s annual budget as well as the most significant opening we offer to 
up-and-coming museum professionals. The interns delve into a full range 
of curatorial responsibilities while working alongside talented mentors and 
making noteworthy contributions to our partner institutions. Established in 
2009 at a moment when entry-level openings were disappearing, we will select 
our tenth partner this fall. The program has produced tremendous dividends 
for interns and hosts alike.

how do you go about collaborating with museums, universities, etc.? 
what do you look for in an organization when you begin a partnership? 

The Trust’s expectations vary with each component of the Emerging Scholars 
Program. As mentioned, a strong mentor is an essential element of our 
curatorial internship partnership. For our Continuing Education Grants, we 
ally with organizations offering intensive educational courses, such as the 
Museum of Early Southern Decorative Art’s Summer Institute, Attingham’s 
Summer School, and Historic Deerfield’s Summer Fellowship Program. These 
institutions provide practical and hands-on exposure to collections and 
historic sites and offer our scholarship recipients a transformative experience. 

for more information, visit: www.decorativeartstrust.org

opposite: Trust scholarship recipients examine a blanket chest at the Museum of Early Southern 
Decorative Arts (MESDA) clockwise from top left: Students in MESDA’s Summer Insititute, 

Courtesy Daniel Ackermann; Ned Lazaro, Textile Curator at Historic Deerfield, with Summer 
Fellowship participants, Courtesy Penny Leveritt; Matt Thurlow, Courtesy Jim Schneck. 

“we provide access to that essential foot-in-the-door  continuing 
education experience or professional development opportunity.”



stories of adventure and exploration 
from scotland’s first fragrance house 

k i n g d o m  s c ot l a n d

Pioneering Scent



Inspired by a career in the 
aromatic world of Scotch 
whisky, Imogen Russon-Taylor 
has created a fragrance house 
with a difference.  Here she 
looks at how her research into 
the history of scottish botany 
has influenced her work in 
creating the foundations of 
Kingdom Scotland.  

I began my journey by working with the University of St. 
Andrews History Department to delve into Scotland’s 
perfumed past, searching for records of perfumed 
ingredients and stories with Scottish heritage. This 

research eventually led me to the pioneering world of Scottish 
botanists and explorers  - a world full of inspiration and stories 
for telling. 

One figure of particular interest was the Arctic explorer and 
Scottish botanist Isobel Wylie Hutchison – the tale of which has 
inspired one of my first perfumes Albaura Eau de Parfum. 

Hutchison was born at Carlowrie castle – West Lothian in 1889. 
She challenged social norms of the time by first venturing on a 
260 mile solo trek across Iceland, later she travelled north of 
the Arctic circle into Greenland and Alaska where she collected 
botanical floral and grass samples for the Royal Botanical 
Gardens in Edinburgh and Kew.

Isobel was a woman ahead of her era. I believe the expanse of 
the Arctic environment inspired her with a deep sense of 
freedom and escape, a love of silence and space only an iced 
landscape can provide - and this fuelled her creativity to write 
poetry, paint the landscape and even produce early film footage 
of her travels.

Albaura is a tribute to Isobel, inspired by the Aura and ancient 
name of Scotland, Alba. The freshness of snow and ice blended 
with berries and botanicals, a scent that is bold, fresh, and 
independent in spirit. 

Scent has that unique ability to transport you to a memory, a 
place, a moment in time. I want to create that ‘sense of place’ in 
my fragrances and transport you to some of the most inspiring, 
dramatic landscapes and pioneering stories in the world. Kingdom 
Scotland is a modern fragrance house – created to showcase 
Scotland in scent – not only through botanical references but also 
through history, geology and culture. We have used the finest 
ingredients and the perfumes are expertly created, matured and 
bottled in Edinburgh in small numbered batches.  

f o r  m o r e  i n f o r m at i o n  s e e  w w w . k i n g d o m s c o t l a n d . c o m

opposite: explorer, botanist and muse isobel wylie hutchinson, image: 
royal scottish geographical society. for more information on hutchison 

see: ‘the great horizon: 50 tales of exploration’  by jo woolf (writer in 
residence at the royal scottish geographical society)

imogen russon-taylor
 founder of kingdom scotland

k i n g d o m  s c ot l a n d
albaura eau de parfum
image by phoebe grigor
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p e r s p e c t i v e s 
Creat ing Jewel lery  for  a  Fa i rer  Future

an exhibition for change 

most of it ends up as waste. 

This October, Lyon & Turnbull will 
again partner with the Incorporartion of 
Goldsmiths to present Elements: A Festival 
of Jewellery, Silver & Gold.  Alongside the 
exquisite selling fair the festival team are 
proud to present this year’s exhibition 
Perspectives: Jewellery for a Fairer Future. 

elements | a festival of 
jewellery, silver and gold 

this year’s elements exhibition , 
Perspectives: Jewellery for a Fairer Future, explores 
issues such as urban mining through objects and a 
film; visitors can witness modern-day alchemy as 
gold is transformed from electronic component to 
waste to exquisite jewellery and silver.

Urban mining is just one of the many approaches to 
fair making that Perspectives will explore. Curated by 
the Incorporation of Goldsmiths in partnership with 
Fair Luxury, an independent group of changemakers 
in the jewellery industry working towards greater 
traceability, responsible sourcing and sustainability,
Perspectives will encourage viewers to consider how
jewellery and silver is made and how materials are 
sourced. 

Visitors will be provided with an insight into a 
range of approaches to studio practices, material 
sourcing, social responsibility, the environmental 
considerations and working conditions in the 
jewellery industry. In each case, the story will be told 
through beautifully designed and exquisitely made 
jewellery, gold and silver.

The UK is leading the way in developing new 
approaches to jewellery production and education. 
There are more makers engaging with thoughtful 
practices than ever before, and thus more 
opportunities for consumers to access fairly made 
jewellery and silver. We believe that now is the 
perfect time to present this collection, and we hope 
that makers and consumers alike will be inspired to 
work with us to create a fairer future. 

Between 2016 and 2020, Scotland will import £50 

million worth of gold hidden in our TVs, phones and 

computers, but will recover just a tiny percentage of 

that. most of it will end up as waste. What 

if there was a workable way to mine and recover 

that most valuable of commodities, cutting out 

waste and preventing further mining of this precious 

resource? What if that recovered gold could then 

be transformed into a piece of stunning 
jewellery? 

e lements   a festival of
jewellery, silver and gold 

19 to 21 October, 2018 
Lyon & Turnbull
33 Broughton Place 
Edinburgh, EH1 3RR 

www.elementsfestival.co.uk 
instagram:  @elements_edin
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autumn/winter 2018-2019 
auction calendar

british & european furniture & 
decorative arts including silver and 
russian works of art
16 October 2018 | Philadelphia

fine jewelry
06 November 2018 | Philadelphia

modern & contemporary art
13 November 2018 | Philadelphia

american furniture, folk & 
decorative arts
14 November 2018 | Philadelphia

american art & pennsylvania 
impressionists
09 December 2018 | Philadelphia
Consignment deadline: 07 October 2018 

a bucks county life: the collection of 
bonnie o’boyle
10 December 2018 | Philadelphia

design
10 December 2018 | Philadelphia
Consignment deadline: 07 October 2018

books, maps & manuscripts
31 January 2019 | Philadelphia
Consigment deadline: 30 November 2018

european art: 400 years
27 February 2019 | Philadelphia
Consignment deadline: 04 January 2019

asian arts
12 March 2019 | Philadelphia
Consignment deadline: 15 January 2019

antiquities & tribal art
13 March 2019 | Philadelphia
Consignment deadline: 15 January 2019

musical instruments
Spring 2019 | Philadelphia
Consignment deadline: 15 March 2019

illustrated:
harry bertoia
(american 1915-1978)
untitled (bush)
height: 18 in. (45.7cm) 
width: 17 1/2 in. (44.5cm) 
depth: 18 1/2 in. (47cm)
$50,000-80,000 
(£38,150-61,050 + fees)
to be offered 13 november
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whisky & spirits
05 December 2018 | Edinburgh
Consignment deadline: 15 October 2018

jewellery, watches & silver
05 December 2018 | London
Consignment deadline: 15 October 2018

scottish paintings & sculpture
06 December 2018 | Edinburgh
Consignment deadline: 15 October 2018

contemporary & post-war art 
22 January 2019 | Edinburgh
Consignment deadline: 21 November 2018

rare books, manuscripts, maps & 
photographs 
31 January 2019 | Edinburgh
Consignment deadline: 07 December 2018

paul reeves: an eye for design
14 February 2019 | Edinburgh

five centuries: furniture, works of art 
& paintings from 1600
27 February 2019 | Edinburgh
Consignment deadline: 14 January 2019

autumn/winter 2018-2019 
auction calendar

rare books, manuscripts, maps & 
photographs
02 October 2018 | Edinburgh

the contents of kirkton house
10 October 2018 | Edinburgh

decorative arts: design since 1860
31 October 2018 | Edinburgh

fine asian works of art
07 November 2018 | London

five centuries: furniture, works of art 
& paintings from 1600
14 November 2018 | Edinburgh
Consignment deadline: 05 October 2018 

select jewellery & watches
21 November 2018 | London
Consignment deadline: 05 October 2018

african & oceanic art and antiquities
27 November 2018 | Edinburgh
Consignment deadline: 10 October 2018

illustrated:
fine mumuye figure
nigeria  
£3,000-5,000  
($3,900-$6,500 + fees)  
to be offered 27 november
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B U Y  YO U R  T I C K E T S  T O D AY  
3 R D  &  C H E S T N U T  S T R E E T S ,  P H I L A D E L P H I A     W W W. A M R E V M U S E U M .O R G

Sponsored by

Community Partner

October 27, 2018 -  
March 17, 2019
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PHILADELPHIA
Freeman’s, America’s oldest auction house, services clients in the 
buying and selling of fine art, antiques, jewelry and more. With 
international experience and comprehensive knowledge of market 
conditions, the specialists at Freeman’s work closely with consigners 
and collectors to offer unparalleled service.
  

1808 Chestnut St  |  Philadelphia  |  Pennsylvania  |  19103
+1 215.563.9275

MAIN LINE
With over 200 years of history in the Greater Philadelphia region, 
Freeman’s is proud to offer a Main Line consignment inquiry office 
and showroom gallery, conveniently located in Wayne’s Eagle Village 
Shopping center on Lancaster Avenue. The mission of Freeman’s 
luxury Main Line office is to make consigning, auction registration, and 
appointments a convenience for our valued clients in Montgomery, 
Chester, and New Castle counties.

503 W Lancaster Ave  |  Wayne  |  Pennsylvania  |  19087
+1 610.254.9700

SOUTHEAST
Located in the historic capital city of Richmond, Virginia, Freeman’s 
Southeast division provides the area with a local connection to the global 
art market through auction and appraisal services as well as cultural events 
and community involvement. With a combined 30 years of auction house 
experience, the Freeman’s Southeast staff provides the full gamut of 
auction services.

5401 Patterson Avenue  |  Richmond  |  Virginia  |  23226
+1 434.296.4096

NEW ENGLAND 
Darren Winston  |  dwinston@freemansauction.com  
+1 860.671.4883

MID ATLANTIC 
Matthew S. Wilcox  |  mwilcox@freemansauction.com 
+1 215.940.9825

WEST COAST  
Michael Larsen  |  mlarsen@freemansauction.com
+1 818.205.3608

Freeman’s flagship location in PhiladelphiaLyon & Turnbull’s flagship location in Edinburgh

EDINBURGH
A stunning backdrop to a great range of fine art and antiques 
auctions—from contemporary art to fine furniture. Often referred to 
as “the most beautiful saleroom in Britain,” Lyon & Turnbull’s main 
saleroom and headquarters is located in the Scottish capital’s historic 
New Town. The beating neoclassical heart of Lyon & Turnbull, the 
building was originally designed by Archibald Elliott in 1832, then 
carefully restored under the watchful eye of the company’s directorial 
team in 1999.

33 Broughton Place  |  Edinburgh  |  EH1 3RR
+44 (0)131 557 8844

info@lyonandturnbull.com

LONDON
Lyon & Turnbull’s London gallery, perfectly situated in the bustling 
art and retail area of Connaught Village, hosts regular exhibitions 
and evening events as well as being home to a team of Fine Art, 
Decorative Arts & Design and Jewellery specialists available to 
assist with a wide range of both auction and valuation services.

22 Connaught Street  |  London  |  W2 2AF
+44 (0)207 930 9115

london@lyonandturnbull.com

GLASGOW
Lyon & Turnbull’s Glasgow gallery and office is centrally located in the 
city’s art district, on the corner of Bath Street & Blythswood, opposite 
the Glasgow Art Club and just metres from the famous Glasgow 
School of Art. Over the last few years the Glasgow team have curated 
a number of small exhibitions, including a focus on the work of J.D. 
Fergusson and Charles Rennie Mackintosh.  The Glasgow Gallery also 
hosts regular weekly drop-in valuation days for a variety of specialist 
areas, including silver & jewellery, rare books and Asian art.  

182 Bath Street  |  Glasgow  |  G2 4HG
+44 (0)141 333 1992

glasgow@lyonandturnbull.com

c o n ta c t  u s

B U Y  YO U R  T I C K E T S  T O D AY  
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Sponsored by

Community Partner

October 27, 2018 -  
March 17, 2019
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SCOTTISH PAINTINGS & SCULPTURE
Nick Curnow
nick.curnow@lyonandturnbull.com

Charlotte Riordan
charlotte.riordan@lyonandturnbull.com 

EUROPEAN ART & OLD MASTERS
Nick Curnow
nick.curnow@lyonandturnbull.com

Carly Shearer
carly.shearer@lyonandturnbull.com

MODERN BRITISH ART
Charlotte Riordan
charlotte.riordan@lyonandturnbull.com

Philip Smith (London)
philip.smith@lyonandturnbull.com

POST-WAR & CONTEMPORARY ART
Charlotte Riordan
charlotte.riordan@lyonandturnbull.com

FURNITURE, WORKS OF ART & CERAMICS
Douglas Girton
douglas.girton@lyonandturnbull.com 

Theodora Burrell
theo.burrell@lyonandturnbull.com

SILVER, COINS & MEDALS
Kier Mulholland 
kier@mulholland@lyonandturnbull.com 

Trevor Kyle (Consultant)
trevor.kyle@lyonandturnbull.com

AFRICAN & OCEANIC ART AND 
ANTIQUITIES
Alex Tweedy
alex.tweedy@lyonandturnbull.com 

ASIAN WORKS OF ART
Dr. Ling Zhu
ling.zhu@lyonandturnbull.com

RUGS & CARPETS
Gavin Strang
gavin.strang@lyonandturnbull.com

JEWELLERY & WATCHES
Ruth Davis
ruth.davis@lyonandturnbull.com

Kate Flitcroft (London)
kate.flitcroft@lyonandturnbull.com 

DECORATIVE ARTS & DESIGN
John Mackie
john.mackie@lyonandturnbull.com 

Philip Smith (London)
philip.smith@lyonandturnbull.com 

ARMS & ARMOUR
John Batty (consultant)
john.batty@lyonandturnbull.com

Colin Fraser (consultant)
colin.fraser@lyonandturnbull.com 

RARE BOOKS, MAPS,
MANUSCRIPTS & PHOTOGRAPHS
Simon Vickers
simon.vickers@lyonandturnbull.com 

Cathy Marsden
cathy.marsden@lyonandturnbull.com 

WHISKY & SPIRITS
Colin Fraser (consultant)
colin.fraser@lyonandturnbull.com

PROFESSIONAL VALUATION SERVICES
Gavin Strang
gavin.strang@lyonandturnbull.com

CLIENT SERVICES & BIDS
Tel. +44 (0)131 557 8844
info@lyonandturnbull.com

AMERICAN ART &
PENNSYLVANIA IMPRESSIONISTS
Alasdair Nichol
anichol@freemansauction.com

EUROPEAN ART & OLD MASTERS
David Weiss
dweiss@freemansauction.com

MODERN & CONTEMPORARY ART
Dunham Townend
dtownend@freemansauction.com

FINE JEWELRY
Virginia Salem 
vsalem@freemansauction.com

ASIAN ARTS
Benjamin A. Farina
bfarina@freemansauction.com

AMERICAN FURNITURE, FOLK &
DECORATIVE ARTS
Lynda A Cain
lcain@freemansauction.com

BRITISH & EUROPEAN FURNITURE
& DECORATIVE ARTS
Nicholas B.A. Nicholson
nnicholson@freemansauction.com

SILVER, OBJETS DE VERTU & RUSSIAN 
WORKS OF ART
Nicholas B.A. Nicholson
nnicholson@freemansauction.com

RARE BOOKS, MAPS & MANUSCRIPTS
Darren Winston
dwinston@freemansauction.com

20TH CENTURY DESIGN
Tim Andreadis
tandreadis@freemansauction.com

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Sawyer Thomson
sthomson@freemansauction.com

ANTIQUITIES & TRIBAL ART
Grace Fitts
gfitts@freemansauction.com

CLIENT SERVICES & BIDS
Mary Maguire
mmaguire@freemansauction.com

TRUSTS & ESTATES
Amy Parenti
aparenti@freemansauction.com
Samuel T. Freeman III 
sfreeman@freemansauction.com
Matthew S. Wilcox 
mwilcox@freemansauction.com

APPRAISALS
Amy Parenti
aparenti@freemansauction.com

MUSEUM SERVICES
Thomas B. McCabe IV
tmccabe@freemansauction.com

PRIVATE SALES
Thomas B. McCabe IV
tmccabe@freemansauction.com
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AN  IMPRESSIVE  DIAMOND  SOLITAIRE  RING,  DE  BEERS
FROM  THE  AURA  COLLECTION
Principal cushion cut diamond  5.21cts,  D colour,  Internally  Flawless
£170,000-250,000  ($221,000-325,000) +  fees  

AN  IMPRESSIVE  DIAMOND  SOLITAIRE  PENDANT,  DE  BEERS
FROM  THE  AURA  COLLECTION
Principal cushion cut  diamond  5.01cts,  D colour, Internally  Flawless 
£170,000-250,000  ($221,000-325,000) +  fees  

To be o�ered 21 November 2018 in London

AN EYE FOR DESIGN
AN INTERVIEW WITH  

PAUL REEVES

A HERITAGE OF BEAUTY 
AND EXCELLENCE

A PRIVATE COLLECTION OF  
DE BEERS DIAMOND JEWELLERY

ART & CRAFT
THE CONTENTS OF  

KIRKTON HOUSE

V IEW
I N T E R N AT I O N A L

AUTUMN / WINTER 2018




